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Auld Lang Syne 

Should auld acquaintance be forgot, 

and never brought to mind? 

Should auld acquaintance be forgot, 

and auld lang syne*? 

 

For auld lang syne, my jo, 

for auld lang syne, 

we'll tak' a cup o' kindness yet, 

for auld lang syne. 

 

And surely ye'll be your pint-stoup! 

And surely I'll be mine! 

And we'll tak' a cup o’ kindness yet, 

for auld lang syne. 

 

For auld lang syne, my jo, 

for auld lang syne, 

we'll tak' a cup o' kindness yet, 

for auld lang syne. 

 

We twa hae run about the braes, 

and pou'd the gowans fine; 

But we've wander'd mony a weary fit, 

sin' auld lang syne. 

 

For auld lang syne, my jo, 

for auld lang syne, 

we'll tak' a cup o' kindness yet, 

for auld lang syne. 

 

We twa hae paidl'd in the burn, 

frae morning sun till dine; 

But seas between us braid hae roar'd 

sin' auld lang syne. 

 



   
 

   
 

 

For auld lang syne, my jo, 

for auld lang syne, 

we'll tak' a cup o' kindness yet, 

for auld lang syne. 

 

And there's a hand, my trusty fiere! 

and gie's a hand o' thine! 

And we'll tak' a right gude-willie waught, 

for auld lang syne. 

 

For auld lang syne, my jo, 

for auld lang syne, 

we'll tak' a cup o' kindness yet, 

for auld lang syne. 

 

 
SOLDIER MAGAZINE – NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 2020 ISSUES 

Readers can view the November & December 2020 issues of the Soldier Magazine by 

going to the following links:  

November: https://cdn.fbsbx.com/v/t59.2708-

21/130932346_428336248197065_5188275054354931525_n.pdf/Soldier-Magazine-Nov-

2020.pdf?_nc_cat=105&ccb=2&_nc_sid=0cab14&_nc_ohc=hvm0PHappzQAX9ot4jg&_nc_ht=c

dn.fbsbx.com&oh=9ab4f0221b087b1842bb950165e8eaba&oe=5FD662E4&dl=1 

December: https://edition.pagesuite-

professional.co.uk/html5/reader/production/default.aspx?pubname=&edid=a858ecc1-6db7-4fcf-

a40c-d8f7f7c0fd65 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://cdn.fbsbx.com/v/t59.2708-21/130932346_428336248197065_5188275054354931525_n.pdf/Soldier-Magazine-Nov-2020.pdf?_nc_cat=105&ccb=2&_nc_sid=0cab14&_nc_ohc=hvm0PHappzQAX9ot4jg&_nc_ht=cdn.fbsbx.com&oh=9ab4f0221b087b1842bb950165e8eaba&oe=5FD662E4&dl=1
https://cdn.fbsbx.com/v/t59.2708-21/130932346_428336248197065_5188275054354931525_n.pdf/Soldier-Magazine-Nov-2020.pdf?_nc_cat=105&ccb=2&_nc_sid=0cab14&_nc_ohc=hvm0PHappzQAX9ot4jg&_nc_ht=cdn.fbsbx.com&oh=9ab4f0221b087b1842bb950165e8eaba&oe=5FD662E4&dl=1
https://cdn.fbsbx.com/v/t59.2708-21/130932346_428336248197065_5188275054354931525_n.pdf/Soldier-Magazine-Nov-2020.pdf?_nc_cat=105&ccb=2&_nc_sid=0cab14&_nc_ohc=hvm0PHappzQAX9ot4jg&_nc_ht=cdn.fbsbx.com&oh=9ab4f0221b087b1842bb950165e8eaba&oe=5FD662E4&dl=1
https://cdn.fbsbx.com/v/t59.2708-21/130932346_428336248197065_5188275054354931525_n.pdf/Soldier-Magazine-Nov-2020.pdf?_nc_cat=105&ccb=2&_nc_sid=0cab14&_nc_ohc=hvm0PHappzQAX9ot4jg&_nc_ht=cdn.fbsbx.com&oh=9ab4f0221b087b1842bb950165e8eaba&oe=5FD662E4&dl=1
https://edition.pagesuite-professional.co.uk/html5/reader/production/default.aspx?pubname=&edid=a858ecc1-6db7-4fcf-a40c-d8f7f7c0fd65
https://edition.pagesuite-professional.co.uk/html5/reader/production/default.aspx?pubname=&edid=a858ecc1-6db7-4fcf-a40c-d8f7f7c0fd65
https://edition.pagesuite-professional.co.uk/html5/reader/production/default.aspx?pubname=&edid=a858ecc1-6db7-4fcf-a40c-d8f7f7c0fd65


   
 

   
 

BROKEN -  LIVING WITH PTSD 
 

I have an appreciation for what it feels like to live with danger, be shot at, have soldiers 
killed and injured by enemy fire.  I have also treated civilians hurt and killed in accidents. 
 
POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD) 
 
PTSD is a dangerous and debilitating disorder which has gained a much higher level of 
importance due to the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq than any other engagement.  
The problem is now greater in veterans of these conflicts, there is also a greater political 
and public awareness of PTSD than previously acknowledged. 
 
During my last few years as a serving member of the RAMC I was beginning to have 
intrusive memories, but I had them under control that was until I retired.  A few years 
into civilian life these memories began to have an impact on my life and my family. I was 
finding sleep difficult and I did not want to go out and mix with the general public. On the 
rare occasions I did go out I would become agitated and edgy and could not wait to get 
to the safety of home.   I could not explain to my family why I felt this way it was my 
problem and, would deal with it. 
 
I was soon to find out how wrong I was. 
 
DESPERATION  
 
Over the coming years the memories and images were with me most nights and they 
were becoming more intrusive during the quiet times of the day. I was also finding sleep 
difficult and did not want to go out and I was becoming selfish. I was soon to begin a 
roller coaster ride that I was unable to get off and was slowly pushing my family away 
from me. 
 
Everything came to a head in 2007 when my family was torn apart by a catastrophic 
event which turned my world upside down. I spiralled out of control anger, frustration 
and intolerance of family and people. I began to sleep in the spare bedroom and then 
began to drink. my mind was rushing around at an ever-increasing pace, sleep was 
almost impossible, and my concentration was poor. I was beginning to fall apart. 
 
My wife left me shortly afterwards, and I did not know how I felt. I was all mixed up, 
relief that she had gone, angry at her for deserting me, angry at myself for doing nothing 
about the mess I was in. At this time, I still had contact with my children, but that was 
soon to change. Not long after my wife left me my children wanted nothing to do with 
me. I have no contact with my children, do not like it, but have accepted it. 
 
Six months after my family had left me, I was at an all-time low. I felt that everything and 
everyone was against me. I gave away all my furniture and all I had was one chair and 
my music to listen to plus my two dogs. I took solace in the whisky bottle trying to forget 



   
 

   
 

but the mind is a powerful and dangerous thing, it just would not let me forget. My 
memories both good and bad were my constant companion I could not relax. 
 
My mood swings were still with me. I would go to bed in the early hours and only catnap 
and awake feeling angry my panic attacks seemed to be getting the better of me 
whenever I went shopping, my senses would heighten, my visual and auditory senses 
would go on high alert, there was many times I left without buying anything.  It felt as if 
the crowds were closing in on me and I would start to sweat, my breathing became fast 
and constantly had this feeling of impending doom I could not shake this feeling.  I knew 
no one was going to hurt me, I just could not shake this feeling so would return home to 
my self-imposed exile not wanting to talk or see anyone. 
 
My only human contact was with my work colleagues and that was kept to a minimum 
and all the time I was thinking about hurting myself, then one night everything became 
clear just do it. 
 
I was calm and quite content. I had not felt this way for some time.  I cleaned the house 
fed the dogs, had a bath dressed in clean clothes and made myself a cuppa. I laid my 
tablets out and began taking them, then I poured a large whisky, went to bed.  I awoke 
the following morning best night sleep I had for a long time. I pottered about the house 
that day feeling good but that was about to change. I began to feel unwell then started 
to vomit, my stomach felt as if I had eaten glass and continued to vomit. This went on 
for two days. 
 
It was then that I sought help by making an emergency call to the doctors and an , 
appointment made.  Went to the doctors and began to explain what I felt and what I had 
done. We spoke for about half hour and an appointment was made for me to see a 
CPN, who I saw for two weeks.  At the end of the two weeks the CPN gave me a card to 
contact COMBAT STRESS.  
 
COMBAT STRESS  
 
I contacted CS and was visited by a medical officer who interviewed me for about 40 
minutes after he left, I was physically and mentally drained. two weeks later I had my 
first of many two-week residential treatments. My treatment lasted five years  
 
Contacting Combat Stress was the best decision I had made for many a year they gave 
me the knowledge and skills to deal with this disorder it was not easy, but the staff were 
wonderful and understanding they have my total respect. 
 
My life is now much improved and yes, I still have episodes of anger and frustration and 
have had to learn about myself over again. Yes, it has been hard, but life is not meant to 
be easy. 
 
Quote by August Wilson (American writer 1945 - 2005) 



   
 

   
 

Confront the dark parts of yourself and work to banish them with illumination and 
forgiveness 
 
Your willingness to wrestle your demons will call your angels to sing 
use your pain as fuel as a reminder of your strengths 
 

 

COPING MECHANISMS 

 

Combat Stress taught me a number of coping strategies to help me distract myself from 
feeling agitated, firstly I needed to know what worked for me tried various methods, 
control my breathing, think of a safe place, yoga, exercise, most did not seem to work 
for me. Exercise was a good one, it helps with my concentration as well as a distraction 
so now I cycle and walk.  I came across an idea to thank Combat Stress and the Audley 
Court Nursing Staff.  I decided that I would cycle the coast of UK, a total of 4000 miles. 
This was good for me because I had to plan my route, what bike to use, as I was 
camping, needed a light weight tent, clothing, food etc. When was the best time to start 
as I needed maximum day light hours? I began the UK Coastal journey on the 1st May 
2011 and completed it in 99 days.  At the end of the journey, I felt good about myself, a 
feeling that I had not felt for a long time. Another distraction method I used was to carry 
with me two pebbles, one from my daughter’s garden in New Zealand and the other 
one, was given to be from a friend and all I do is roll them between my fingers. 
 
During this time, I had renewed contact with my daughter who now lived in New 
Zealand. She asked if I would like to visit, and jumped at the chance and, away I went 
and now have regular contact with my daughter, husband and two wonderful 
grandchildren.  Life was getting better I now try to visit them every 2 years. 
 
It was not long before PTSD raised its ugly head and once again, I became a recluse 
cutting myself off from everyone and I did not feel in control of my life.  I then began 
formulating a plan in my head. Why not climb the 100 highest mountains/hills in 
Mainland UK.  Mulled this over for a couple of weeks and decided that I would attempt 
this exercise.  I bought the maps and away I went.  It felt good to be out in the 
wilderness and once again feeling good. I had climbed fifty of the mountains/hills when 
my mother became seriously ill and I had to postpone the rest of the walk to take care of 
her. The remaining hills will have to wait for now, 
 
During my mum’s recovery I felt at a loss and I needed to get out for my own sanity. 
Things were becoming hard for me, so I have now planned to walk from John-
O=Groats to Lands’ End and raise funds for the RAMC Benevolent Charity.  A walk 
which will take me 3 months to complete, providing that I do not get lost. Difficulty I have 
is the COVID-19 virus. Had to cancel once, so now I'm hoping to begin this walk on 2 
May 2021.  Once again, like everyone else I am being controlled by the virus.  So, it's 
wait out for now. 
 



   
 

   
 

DONATIONS 
 
If anyone would like to make a donation, please visit my justgiving page  
 
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/chivars1/updates/5ed3f?utm_term=ARZwjAPa
2&fbclid=IwAR0cmzczydL10TEFpaQzU39Qr_DsPtlZW68R4kry2l9kF6WheRO6yJwbKC
w 
 
Here's hoping 2021 will be a good year for you all, take care & be safe. 
 
Phil thank you very much for sharing your experience of coping with PTSD with us and 

we all wish you the best. 

 

 

https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/chivars1/updates/5ed3f?utm_term=ARZwjAPa2&fbclid=IwAR0cmzczydL10TEFpaQzU39Qr_DsPtlZW68R4kry2l9kF6WheRO6yJwbKCw
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/chivars1/updates/5ed3f?utm_term=ARZwjAPa2&fbclid=IwAR0cmzczydL10TEFpaQzU39Qr_DsPtlZW68R4kry2l9kF6WheRO6yJwbKCw
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/chivars1/updates/5ed3f?utm_term=ARZwjAPa2&fbclid=IwAR0cmzczydL10TEFpaQzU39Qr_DsPtlZW68R4kry2l9kF6WheRO6yJwbKCw


   
 

   
 

THE STORY OF TOM LIDDELL 
 
An engine driver with the Great 
Central Railway before 
grouping, Tom Liddell was 
gazetted with a well- deserved 
Serving Brother of the Order of 
St John on 22 February 1924.  
Tom (no abbreviation) was born 
on 3 December 1873 at 
Bromsgrove in Worcestershire, 
the only son of a railway worker. 
  
He did not immediately follow 
his father into the railway – his 
first employment was with the 
Taylor family at Blackwell near 
Birmingham where he was 

employed as a page boy.
1  

 
One benefit of that employment 
was that he was able to attend 
evening classes at a local 
technical evening school in 
Norwegian chip carving (as a 
result of which his work was 
exhibited locally) and first aid, 

where he obtained his first certificate.      
     
In 1895, aged twenty-one, Tom joined the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire 
Railway (renamed Great Central Railway in 1897) at Staveley in Derbyshire as a 
cleaner. He quickly joined the first aid class and having already obtained his first aid 
certificate soon obtained the voucher for his second examination. He qualified as an 
engine stoker, still living at home in Staveley. 

Tom qualified for the medallion of the St John Ambulance Association on passing his 
third first aid exam in about 1897. In 1899 Tom joined the SJAB in Sheffield and in 
1900 he volunteered, through the SJAB Sheffield Corps, for service in the South 
African war. On 28 February 1900 he sailed for South Africa from Southampton on 
the P&O troopship HMT ‘Assaye’ with the hospital staff - Major HB Mathias in charge 
of four surgeons, two dressers, six nursing sisters and thirty members of the St John 
Ambulance Brigade with building materials and stores for the ‘Princess Christian 
Hospital’ (known as ‘Mosely’s Brigade’ after Oswald Mosely who paid for the hospital 
at his own expense).  

 

1 1891 census 



   
 

   
 

After arriving at Cape Town, orders were received for the Assaye to proceed to 
Durban, where it arrived on 26 March 1900.  Major Mathias set to work at once and, 
on 28 March, inspected a proposed site for the hospital at Pinetown Bridge. In the 
meantime, the hospital building equipment, some 320 tonnes, was being 
disembarked. On 16 April the first patients arrived at the hospital, received from the 
Princess Christian Hospital Train at Pinetown Bridge Station, and conveyed to the 
hospital on wheeled stretchers by Tom Liddell and his fellow ambulancemen2 

 

 

For his services in South Africa Tom 
received the Queen’s South Africa 
Medal with clasps for Cape Colony, 
Natal and South Africa 1902, and the 
Order of St John’s medal for South 
Africa. 
On moving to Annesley near 
Nottingham on his return from South 
Africa he married Nellie (Ellen) 
Merriman, from Blackwell, in 1903. In 
1904 Tom was presented by the GCR 
with a medal for meritorious first aid at 
Hucknall (he received a similar medal in 
1913 for first aid at Kirkby). The 1904 
event related to an accident when two 
platelayers were knocked down by a 
passing train and although one died 
Tom had the satisfaction of dressing their  
wounds and alleviating their suffering.                         A St John Ambulance Association 

                                                                                                   Medallion with labels from 1905 
                                                                                         (the first available) to 1908. 

Until 1905 the St John Ambulance Association was a qualification for life. The concept 
of annual examination was introduced in 1905 and Tom would have received annual 
year ‘labels’ from 1905 onwards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 George V Worthington – ‘The Princess Christian Hospital in South Africa’ BMJ 20 April 1901 p949. 



   
 

   
 

 
Tom was for four years instructor 
and secretary of the Annesley 
GCR ambulance class. Son Roger 
(named after Tom’s younger 
brother), Tom and Nellie’s only 
child, was born at Annesley, on 28 
August 1905. Shortly after Tom 
was promoted to engine driver and 
transferred to Langwith Junction. 
On leaving Annesley Tom was 
presented with a handsome eight-
day clock by his old pupils as a 
mark of the esteem in which he 
had always been held. Tom and 
Nellie with Roger made their new 
home in Shirebrook where the 
family put down their roots for the 
next hundred years!                                                             
Tom joined the Warsop 
Ambulance Division of the St John 
Ambulance Brigade and 
progressed through the ranks of 
Corporal and Sergeant.  
He was instrumental in forming the 
GCR ambulance class at Langwith 
Junction and in about 1908 the 
SJAB division at Shirebrook. In 
1910 Tom received through the 
GCR St John Ambulance 
Association a vote of thanks for his 
ambulance services from the order 
of St John. In May 1912 Tom was 
appointed First Officer at 
Shirebrook where he held 
ambulance classes on a Sunday 
morning at Carter Lane school and 
in November 1912 there were 74 
enrolled   students.3             
 
 

From the Derbyshire Courier 30 November 1912                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                         

 

 
 

3 Derbyshire Courier 30 November 1912 



   
 

   
 

 

Tom worked closely with William Hay of Vernon House in Shirebrook, a mining engineer 
and the managing director of Shirebrook colliery who took a keen interest in the 
ambulance movement,4 in ensuring that Shirebrook SJAB could provide the colliery with 
a body of trained ambulance men.5    In 1910 Mr Hay presented the certificates to the 
Langwith Junction ambulance class. 

 
In 1911 the GCR ambulance team from Langwith 
Junction captained by Tom won the Maclure Bowl and 

individual gold medals.
6   They also won the Bartholomew 

Bowl. In the same year Tom travelled to London for duty 

at the King’s coronation for which he received the SJAB 

version of the coronation medal. By 1912 Tom had 

received four gold medals and two silver medals for his 

first aid competition work. 

 
On the outbreak of war in 1914 Tom once again 
volunteered to serve his country and enlisted in the 
Royal Army Medical Corps with the rank of Staff 
Sergeant, reflecting his SJAB qualifications and rank. 
Tom was posted to the 28th Casualty Clearing Station 
on promotion to Warrant Officer Class One and on 7 
September 1915 the unit arrived at Fouilloy, a small 
village on the banks of the Somme ten miles east of 
Amiens. The CCS was the link between the Field 
Ambulance and the General Hospital, tasked with 
treating a man sufficient for his return to duty or more 
often than not transfer to hospital. 28 CCS remained 
at Fouilloy until November 1915, then moved to 
Salonika. The London Gazette of 28 November 1917 
announced the award to Tom of ‘Mentioned in 
Dispatches’7 for “gallant conduct and distinguished 
services rendered during the previous six months”. 
 

The 1911 Coronation Medal 
              SJAB issue. 

 
 
 

 
4 Horace Hay one of William Hay’s sons, became a medical practitioner and in World War Two 

manned an ARP first aid post. 

5 In 1910 Mr Hay presented certificates to the Langwith ambulance class. 
6 Pictured in the Derbyshire Courier of 21 February 1911. 
7 London Gazette 28 November 1917 p12487 “Qrmr.-Serjt. (actg Serjt.- Maj) T. Liddell 

 



   
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
South Africa War pictures: HMT Assaye with staff and equipment of 
Princess Christian’s Hospital 28 February 1900; ambulance train 
disembarking casualties at Pinetown Bridge – Tom Liddell may be in 
this picture; Princess Christian’s Hospital. Pictures courtesy South 
African Military History Society 



   
 

   
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

World War One pictures: 28 Casualty Clearing Station at Salonika, viewed 
from ‘Mud Terrace’. Behind the camp lies the town of Karasouli and the 
River Vardar, which marked the western end of the British Front in 
Macedonia.  

The second picture depicts the operating theatre. Pictures courtesy Imperial 
War Museum. 

 
 
 

 

 



   
 

   
 

 
On 31st May 1918, the London Gazette announced in the King’s birthday honours the 

award of the very prestigious Meritorious Service Medal by His Majesty the King to 

Tom8  in recognition of valuable services rendered with the Force in Salonika.  28 CCS 

remained in Salonika from November 1915 to June 1919 when Tom returned to 

Shirebrook, a war hero.9 

 

 

 

  

 
 
The prestigious and scarce Meritorious Service Medal  
awarded to Tom Liddell by King George V in his 
birthday honours 31 May 1918. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By 1921 Tom had succeeded Surgeon Superintendent Joyce as Divisional 
Superintendent of the Shirebrook Division. Tom’s son Roger joined the Shirebrook 
ambulance division in about 1922. On 22 February 1924 Tom was honoured by his 
Investiture as Serving Brother of the Order of St John. 
 
Roger married Mary Richardson in 1928. Their daughter Thelma was born on St 
Georges Day in 1931. Tom organized a joint annual tea party and social for the 
Shirebrook LNER ambulance class and the Shirebrook SJAB. In 1932 the 
Derbyshire Times, reporting on that year’s tea party, was able to report as in the 
previous year a 100% pass rate in the annual examinations. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8 London Gazette 31 May 1918 p6508 “26639 Q.M.Sjt. (T./S./M.) T. Liddell” 
9 Photographs of 28 CCS in Salonika can be seen at the Imperial War Museum and the war diaries are 

available at the National Archives. 



   
 

   
 

 
Tom said that ambulance work was “his chief hobby for years and it had always been 

his desire to do as much as possible to help the sick and afflicted”.
10 Nellie presented 

the certificates, medallions and labels including a 27th label for Tom and a 9th label for 

Roger. 

 
In 1929 Tom was one of the first people to be presented with the new LNER gold 
medal for fifteen years ambulance service along with a bar for twenty years. The 
following year he received a second bar for twenty-five years’ service (1904- 1930). 

A third and final bar for 35 years’ service came in 1935.
11 

 
Tom retired from the LNER on reaching the age of 65 in December 1938.  

He was then highly active in ARP work and ARP classes for which he probably 

received the Defence Medal after the Second World War, his third war. Son Roger 

joined the forces in 1939. When the 1939 register was compiled on 29 September 

1939 Roger’s wife Mary and their daughter Thelma were living with Tom and Nellie 

at 82 Main Street in Shirebrook, where Thelma and her husband Job were still living 

in 2010. Thelma married Job Randle in 1950 but they were not blessed with children. 

Tom died in 1953 aged 79 and Nellie in 1957 at 81. Roger passed away aged 83 in 

1988. Thelma died on 3 January 2020 aged 88, the last direct descendent of Tom 

and Nellie. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 Derbyshire Times 24 February 1932 

11 Tom may have lost some years service in World War One. 



   
 

   
 

 

  

Tom Liddell in the Boer War (left) and in WW1 (right). 
Pictures courtesy Anita Bateman. 

 

 

Sergeant Major Liddell at 28 Casualty Clearing Station in 
September 1915 (left) and in 1924 (right). Picture LNER. 



   
 

   
 

 
Whilst carrying out research on Tom Liddell, I happened to come across an auction 

website, and on reading the content, become aware that the Lot referred to below were 

the medals that belonged to Quartermaster Sergeant Tom Liddell. 

Lot 1667  

Date of Auction: 28th March 2012  

Sold for £900  

Estimate: £320 - £360  

An outstanding Collection of Awards relating to the Order of St John  

Eight: Warrant Officer Class 1 T. Liddell, Royal Army Medical Corps  

  

Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 3 clasps, Cape Colony, Natal, South Africa 1902 (500 

Ordly., St. John Amb. Bde.); St. John Medal for South Africa 1899-1902 (500 Pte., 

Sheffield Corps); 1914-15 Star (26639 S-Sjt., R.A.M.C.); British War and Victory 

Medals, M.I.D. oak leaf (26639 W.O. Cl. 1, R.A.M.C.); Coronation 1911, St. John 

Ambulance Brigade (Sgt. T. Liddell); Army Meritorious Service Medal, G.V.R., 1st issue 

(26639 Q.M. Sjt.-T.S. Mjr., No. 28 C.C. Stn, R.A.M.C.); St. John Service Medal, 2 silver 

clasps (4231 Supt. T. Liddell, Shirebrook Divn. No. 5 Dst. S.J.A.B. 1924) suspension 

broken away from the medal, mounted court style for wear in incorrect order, polished 

and worn, poor (8) £320-360  

Footnote  

M.S.M. London Gazette 3 June 1918.   

M.I.D. London Gazette 28 November 1917. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

SURGEON IN THE RAW 

 

As a young surgeon, David Jackson decided to walk away from his developing NHS 

hospital career to pursue challenge, travel and adventure with the British Army. Over 

the 17 years that followed, he got plenty of all three. He served on the surgical front line 

in Northern Ireland, the Falkland Islands and Bosnia and found himself dealing on a 

daily basis with the horrors and tragedies of war, looking after soldiers with appalling, 

sometimes fatal, injuries and using all the skills at his disposal to save lives and limbs. 

His unplanned return to the NHS and the reason for it is recounted, along with 

descriptions of the peacetime cases and situations he had to deal with. The fact that he 

never lost his sense of humour comes over very clearly in this colourful, moving and 

entertaining book. Warning: This memoir, written as it was at the time, contains strong 

language, images of violence and surgery and sexual themes. 

Publisher: Memoirs Publishing  

ISBN: 9781861519665  

Number of pages: 567  
 

“Surgeon in the Raw” can be purchased through one of the following outlets: 

Amazon:  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?k=surgeon+in+the+raw&i=stripbooks&ref=nb_sb_noss_1

%22+HYPERLINK 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?k=surgeon+in+the+raw&i=stripbooks&ref=nb_sb_noss_1%22+HYPERLINK
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s?k=surgeon+in+the+raw&i=stripbooks&ref=nb_sb_noss_1%22+HYPERLINK


   
 

   
 

Waterstone:  

 https://www.waterstones.com/book/surgeon-in-the-raw/david-jackson/9781861519665 

Mereo Books:  

http://www.mereobooks.com/ 

 

QUARTERLY FREE DIGITAL MAGAZINE MILITARY JOURNAL NR 14 

NOVEMBER 2020 

Dear reader - subscribers 

After all, you will find our recent quarterly Edition of the free and digital magazine 

Military Journal No. 14 2020 for longer than you expected. 

Despite the prevailing corona virus at the moment, the editors managed to put together 

an another interesting magazine with a diversity of stories. 

You can find our magazine in the two links below where you can download it to read. 

 

Finally, do not feel burdened if you want to submit a related article to the editors of this 

magazine!  

We wish you a lot of reading  

The editors team 

 

Readers can access this free digital magazine by clicking on one of the following links: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/csafl7sjhqhq8bd/Journal%20NR%2014%20November%202

020.pdf?dl=0  PDF 

 

https://online.fliphtml5.com/fqowx/jahw/ = E pub 5 flip-over 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.waterstones.com/book/surgeon-in-the-raw/david-jackson/9781861519665
http://www.mereobooks.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/csafl7sjhqhq8bd/Journal%20NR%2014%20November%202020.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/csafl7sjhqhq8bd/Journal%20NR%2014%20November%202020.pdf?dl=0
https://online.fliphtml5.com/fqowx/jahw/


   
 

   
 

JOHN SILKSTONE POEMS (CONTINUED)   

More of John’s poems. 

SWAN SONG 

Like some couples, swans will stay together, 
Always loving, 

Until death 
Takes one’s 

Life. 
Swan 
Dying, 

Will sing out 
A sad lament, 

To be carried on by its mate, when gone. 
 

©   John A Silkstone 2007 
 
 

TALL TALES 

 

I saw two fishermen talking 
Down by the river side 

One with his hands in his pocket 
The others his arms open wide. 

 
“The fish I caught yesterday 

The one that got away 
If I’d a snagged it in my net 

It would have made my day.” 
 

Gee it was a big one 
Three foot long or more 
Now I come to think of it 

It was more like four. 
 

No-one will believe me 
They say “I tell tall tales, 

They tell me in the River Trent 
There isn’t any whales.” 

 
 

©   John A Silkstone 2006 
 
 



   
 

   
 

THAT DAY 
 

I wish I could forget that day before today 
When nothing did go right, my work it went astray. 
That day it started badly, so I won’t give it its name, 

Now today’s today, I hope it’s not the same. 
That day started badly, my shower it was cold, 

I went downstairs to type; the ribbon was too old. 
Upon that virgin page not, a word did show 

Just a streaky line; that gave me quite a blow. 
Looking in my ribbon box, ‘twas empty, all alone 

I’d used up all my ribbons, for my sins I would atone. 
Going out to buy some, I’m now an hour late. 

Arriving home again a note is on my gate. 
I called today with a parcel, no answer at the door 

Collect it from the Post Office, Collection nine till four. 
Back in town again, to collect this parcel of mine. 

Another hour wasted, another hour of time. 
When I got the parcel, it was not for me 

It was for my neighbour who lived at twenty-three. 
The morning nearly over, no word had I written 

This would not deter me, for I would not be smitten. 
Ribbon now in place, the words would flow like water. 

I heard the front door open, “Hello dad, it’s your daughter.” 
Though I loved to see her, I wished that she would go 

For in this cluttered brain of mine the words will overflow. 
She said, “I’ll make your dinner, sit baby on your knee.” 

Then before I knew it, it was half-past three. 
The day now nearly over, the sun sinks you know where 

And at this virgin page, I still sit and stare. 
I’m going out this evening, to a place that’s miles away 

I need to wash and shave and soon be on my way. 
But tomorrow... Oh tomorrow, this day will be dead and gone 

I’ll hide in my gazebo; distractions there’ll be none. 
 
 

©   John A Silkstone 2001 
 

In 1984 I took my wife into Gainsborough town for a Chinese meal and I spoke to the 
owner and told him about the pictures he had hung up on the wall and he told me a little 
about himself and so I wrote this poem. 
 

 
 
 
 



   
 

   
 

THE ORIENT CAME TO GAINSBOROUGH 
 

The orient came to Gainsborough 
To settle in Market Street 

A restaurant called Oriental 
Serving Chinese spicy meat. 

 
The owner’s name was Lee Chan Wee 

Though China he’d never seen, 
He was born and raised in Liverpool 

Yet still cooked Chinese cuisine. 
 

Around the walls hung pictures 
Of places he could only dream 

Like Hong Kong, and Singapore 
And the Chinese river Tarim. 

 
He told me he’d like to go there 
To see these wonderful sites 

By visiting the land of his ancestors 
Then fly his spiritual kite. 

 
©   John A Silkstone 1984 

 

EMOJI QUIZ   
 
Whilst perusing the RAMC Past & Present RAMC Facebook Group, I noticed the Group 
Administrator Di Donnelly had placed a testing Emoji Quiz for members to complete.  
 
I approached her and she was more than willing to compile one for this newsletter which 
is appended below.  Those readers who wish to enter the quiz please send their 
answers to me at michael.mccran@gmail.com and successful readers will have their 
names published in the next edition. 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:michael.mccran@gmail.com


   
 

   
 

 

 



   
 

   
 

"GOODBYE OLD MAN" 

The following article which might bring a tear to one's eye is submitted by Derek 

Saunders.  Derek is no stranger to the RAMC Reunited Newsletter having had 

published in September 2019 an article titled "Desert Rats and Desert Snakes".  It is 

the third occasion whereby the editor has dedicated the monthly Newsletter to one 

subject.  Derek has kindly offered to continue with a similar type of article for future 

editions of the Newsletter.  Keeping it to military / medical subjects of art, there is no 

shortage of subject matter. 

Derek is in the throes of revamping his website, which he uses for his own artwork.  He 

specialises in seascapes and landscapes.  He is also a member of the Guild of Aviation 

Artists.  He has forwarded two completed works of art which are displayed below: 

 

 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

"GOOD-BYE OLD MAN" 

I dedicate this essay to our Royal Army Veterinary Corps colleagues 

of the Army Medical Services. 

“Good-bye Old Man” by Fortunio Matania (1881 – 1963) 

 

 

 

Some time ago, I took a short course in Art History which, to be honest, was not a 

resounding success.  Not that I was a disinterested student, far from it, I can browse an 

Art Gallery until chucking out time.  No, I am afraid that from day one the lecturer simply 



   
 

   
 

did not like contradiction by those older students, like me, who dared to ask 

uncomfortable questions.   

Nor would the Art Historian wish to venture further than the seemingly comfortable zone 

of the classics \ romantics which to me only applied to the very rich and well-educated 

upper echelons of society.  History and art do not always accurately complement each 

other.  The lecturer disagreed. 

One essay task was to write our thoughts about a particular classical painting which 

was massive and full of half-naked men and women from Greco-Roman mythology, with 

similarly half naked cherubs flitting gracefully about the heavens.  In short, it was real 

National Trust stately home stuff and painted at the time when we were chucking young 

cherubs up chimneys or down mines. 

My essay was a few hundred words short of the requirement yet stated quite forcefully 

that Art should picture not the musings of the ancients, but the here and now.  “This 

painting”, I ventured, “was commissioned as a fashion statement for the well-heeled to 

display their wealth and intellectual standing in the upper echelons of society” and 

ended with the observation that there was so much bare flesh and titillation going on 

that it represented the Regency period’s equivalent of Gary Glitter’s hard drive. 

Unsurprisingly, it came back unmarked for grading and with some curt reminders about 

style and construction, which was duly sent back in true Staff Officer style red-inking 

spelling mistakes and reiterating my views. Clearly, we didn’t get on. 

I did, however, learn one thing from the course (which I sacked, by the way) and that 

was how to look at a painting and to see beyond the immediate focus.  To do this, you 

have to start with the question, “What’s going on with this picture?” which brings me 

to the painting above which I had not seen before but picked it up on a Facebook feed 

around the 2020 Armistice Day commemorations. 

I am not usually moved by animal pictures. Interested, yes, but not moved.  For 

instance, I do wonder quite jealously how canine artists manage to get the character of 

a border collie or Labrador exactly right, or how avian artists achieve the bright plumage 

of a tropical bird with all its beautiful iridescence. Indeed, I tend to find the world-famous 

artist George Stubbs’ horse paintings simply uninteresting.  But this painting hit me in 

the gut, as it were. 

So, what really is going on in this painting?  The artist, Fortunio Matania was an Italian 

commercial artist and illustrator with a reputation for realism.   Prolific in painting and 

sketching images of the Great War, his work was in great demand.   

He often by-passed the glory of the charge or action but concentrated on the other side 

of the combat coin, loss and potential loss.  For instance, see The Last Absolution of the 

Munster Fusiliers which depicts ‘A’ Company of that Irish battalion on an early morning 

parade in a dank wet field in France during the Great War.  The Regimental Chaplain is 



   
 

   
 

mounted on a horse giving the good words.  The LAST absolution, as the title says also 

implies that many did not return from France. 

I am not a great horse fan, to me they are teeth on legs, so we seldom meet. Never-the-

less, viewed from a safe distance I perceive them as magnificent beasts and, as an 

artist, I can maintain that they are quite difficult to draw.  Their bulk is relatively simple; 

however the legs are quite angular and the joints pronounced. To draw them needs 

much practice especially if they are galloping. 

Racehorses are sleek, shiny and of striking beauty; the Lamborghinis of the rich, but of 

no deep interest to me.  But the heavy or shire horse? Now there is a useful animal, 

strong and patient, well beloved of ostler and customer especially if it is a dray horse 

delivering casks of ale.  Then of course there is the military horse, hauling combat 

supplies, charging enemy positions a vehicle for a cavalry rider with sabre at the thrust 

or as pictured here, towing field guns. 400,000 Horses died during the Great War. 

Matania’s imagery brilliantly captures the pain of both the animal and its human partner 

as the young soldier says a last farewell to his fatally wounded mount.  The agony and 

sorrow depicted caught me short and I am not ashamed to say that I was emotionally 

trapped by this picture, so much so that I was compelled to research it further.  Time 

and time again as I viewed the image I was moved almost to tears; such is the accuracy 

of the artist to portray such grief and anguish.  Matania is known for his attention to 

detail. 

The soldier’s cap badge is not clear enough to identify, but in the distance is a towed 

artillery howitzer, so he is a gunner in the Royal Horse Artillery.  Is this an immediate 

action or did it occur earlier? The ruined building gives a good clue but look further and 

you will see a shell exploding to the rear of the house.  However, it is the lingering 

smoke just behind the pair that provides evidence of a very recent shell burst, perhaps 

counter-battery fire, which has caught the horse. 

In the near distance, an officer, identified by the leather pistol holster, is waving and 

calling to the gunner to get a move on and even further distant is a gunner mounted on 

the foremost horse of the gun team is using a whip to urge the rest onwards.  Yet 

despite the urgency, this horse and gunner are locked in a final good-bye, a sad, final 

embrace.  The horse is mortally wounded, as can be seen by its traces, loosened by the 

gunner in order to return them to the battery, revealing a wound to its chest. 

This vivid painting was used in a print to raise funds for the Blue Cross, a charity that 

raised funds for injured animals on war service.  I should think that it was most effective. 

(see accompanying poem below). 

Horses and humans do have a bond that is astonishing, yet a great many of us have no 

real idea beyond the TV screen of how deep that bond is.   

Adam Zamoyski in his book, “1812 - Napoleon’s Fatal March on Moscow” relates a 

similar story of a French Artillery unit caught in a bombardment by Russian gunners.  



   
 

   
 

One horse was caught in a blast and had its lower jaw smashed off which must have left 

the animal in unimaginable pain and unable to drink, let alone eat.  Yet the injured horse 

followed the battery (which had been its home for ten years) for hours before expiring, 

which demonstrated the bond between its terrified human masters who were deeply 

distressed by the pitiful sight of the slowly dying horse, which steadfastly kept up with 

the battery despite the pain.  Nobody in the battery had the heart to put the faithful 

animal out of its undoubted misery. 

That paragraph read by me a decade ago struck me as the saddest paragraph that I will 

ever read, despite my not being a horseman at any level.  Matania’s painting here 

immediately brought that paragraph back to me. So, I now have two similar stories both 

written and visual. 

So, what did the painting do for me?  Apart from periodically casting me into brief 

periods of melancholia, it introduced me to the works of a great artist and illustrator who 

had a successful career and a prolific portfolio.   

More importantly it caused me to deepen my knowledge on the use of animals in 

warfare in the past and in the present. They also served and continue to do so. 

I hope that in future, readers when in an Art Gallery or Museum use that question, 

“What’s going on in this picture?”  It may just cause them also to pause for thought and 

deepen the knowledge of the artist and the subject. 

Derek Saunders - 24 November 20 



   
 

   
 

COMMENDATIONS RECOGNIZE ACHIEVEMENTS IN LATESTS 

OPERATIONAL AWARDS LIST ACTS OF BRAVERY AND 

LEADERSHIP 

On 27th November 2020, 13 soldiers and officers have been awarded for a wide range 

of achievements from Engineering feats in South Sudan to saving lives in the UK and 

overseas.  

Combat Medical Technician Lance 

Corporal Hannah Richardson, is to receive 

a Queen’s Commendation for Valuable 

Service following an insurgent attack in 

Afghanistan in February, following which 

she supported a mass casualty station at 

the coalition hospital. She orchestrated a 

team of soldiers – some senior to her - 

instructing them to complete tasks while 

applying treatment to the most critically 

wounded personnel herself. 

Her citation states: “Her contribution 

directly improved the chances of survival of 

a number of injured personnel.  She acted 

far beyond her experience and rank in very demanding circumstances.  For her 

resourcefulness and control, she is eminently deserving of national recognition.” 

Congratulations Hannah on maintaining the high standard and professionalism of the 

RAMC that you portrayed in obtaining the QCVS award.   

 

IN THE LINE OF FIRE WITH US ARMY MEDEVAC PILOT 

Welcome to the launch of Issue one of the Waypoint AirMed & Rescue Spring 2008 

Magazine and is the magazine for aeromedical and search and rescue professionals 

worldwide.  

In this issue, we hear from two fixed-wing air ambulance providers who have recently 

expanded their global reach, with AirMed setting up a new overseas base in Hong Kong 

(page 22) and Care Jet moving into Guam (page 20). On the rotary side, we look at 

HEMS developments around the world, including a new ground ambulance policy in the 

UK which threatens to impact on air ambulance charities. For both sectors, safety is a 

key concern, as highlighted by the loss of a Lifeguard Alaska helicopter and crew in 

December (page 27). The question is, what’s to blame, and what’s the solution? Amy G 

McGuire levels the same question at aerial firefighting (page 10), looking back at last 



   
 

   
 

year’s wild fire season, and asking whether there are the aircraft and organisational 

backup needed to douse the flames.  

Speaking of fire, Major Jeffrey Long tells of his experiences as a medevac pilot in the 

US Army in Iraq, Somalia and Germany (page 56), ranging from medevac under enemy 

fire to using his Black Hawk as an air crane.  

 

The magazine makes good reading and in particular, Page 56, the article on “In the 

Line of Fire with US Army Medevac Pilot”  

https://www.academia.edu/3790586/In_the_Line_of_Fire_with_US_Army_Medevac_Pil

ot?email_work_card=title 

 

VASCULAR SURGERY AND THE GENERAL SURGEON: A REVIEW 

The vascular surgeon is trained in the management of diseases affecting all parts of the 

vascular system except that of the heart and brain whereas cardiothoracic surgeons 

manage surgical diseases of the heart and its vessels. Although vascular surgery was 

previously a field within general surgery, it is now considered a specialty on its own right 

in many countries such as the UK and the United States. Other countries such as Iraq 

have a mixed practice in which the cardiac or thoracic surgeon performs vascular 

surgery. Programs of training in vascular surgery are slightly different depending on the 

region of the world one is in. In the United States, a 5-year general surgery residency is 

followed by 2 years training in vascular surgery. In Iraq, the timetable allocated for the 

general surgical trainee in vascular surgery is unfortunately short (1-3 months). This 

period is hardly enough for the candidate to grasp the decision-making and technical 

skills of vascular surgery. We believe that general surgeons need to have adequate 

training and expertise in vascular surgery particularly in areas and situations lacking this 

facility to deal with the life- and/or limb-threatening emergencies.  

This review article aims to orient the general surgical trainee about the scope of 

vascular surgery and enable them to correctly diagnose and treat common vascular 

emergencies such as extremity and abdominal vascular injuries (AVI). 

 Readers who wish to find out more on this subject matter please click on the following 

link: 

https://www.academia.edu/11532151/VASCULAR_SURGERY_AND_THE_GENERAL_

SURGEON_A_REVIEW?email_work_card=abstract-read-more 

 

 

 

https://www.academia.edu/3790586/In_the_Line_of_Fire_with_US_Army_Medevac_Pilot?email_work_card=title
https://www.academia.edu/3790586/In_the_Line_of_Fire_with_US_Army_Medevac_Pilot?email_work_card=title
https://www.academia.edu/11532151/VASCULAR_SURGERY_AND_THE_GENERAL_SURGEON_A_REVIEW?email_work_card=abstract-read-more
https://www.academia.edu/11532151/VASCULAR_SURGERY_AND_THE_GENERAL_SURGEON_A_REVIEW?email_work_card=abstract-read-more


   
 

   
 

 

ARMED FORCES PENSION SCHEME - AFPS QUARTERLY DIGEST 

The first edition of the Armed Forces Pension Scheme (AFPS) Quarterly Digest is a 

new way for Veterans UK to communicate with all serving and pensioner members. The 

purpose of this new quarterly digest is to provide readers with up-to-date information on 

their pension scheme and illustrate the worth that your pension can bring to you and 

your families.  The Digest is complimentary to the annual newsletter that is currently 

sent out to all pension members. 

The first edition is appended to this newsletter.  Have a good read. 

 

GUIDANCE – ARMED FORCES PENSIONS  

Information related to the Armed Forces Pension Schemes. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pensions-and-compensation-for-

veterans?utm_source=913acc89-e1d7-4b65-9b1f-

feab933c29b2&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-

notifications&utm_content=weekly 

 

HELP AND WELFARE FOR VETERANS AND THOSE LEAVING THE 

ARMED FORCES  

Help and support for service leavers and veterans from the Veterans Welfare Service, 

Defence Transition Services and other organisations. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/help-and-welfare-for-veterans-and-those-

leaving-the-armed-forces?utm_source=3a1e7e3f-0a2c-4d2a-bc25-

e31ffaae8d99&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-

notifications&utm_content=weekly 

 

GUIDANCE – URGENT HELP FOR VETERANS     

Veterans needing urgent help in a crisis can contact us or the following organisations for 

assistance. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/urgent-help-for-veterans 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pensions-and-compensation-for-veterans?utm_source=913acc89-e1d7-4b65-9b1f-feab933c29b2&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=weekly
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pensions-and-compensation-for-veterans?utm_source=913acc89-e1d7-4b65-9b1f-feab933c29b2&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=weekly
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pensions-and-compensation-for-veterans?utm_source=913acc89-e1d7-4b65-9b1f-feab933c29b2&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=weekly
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pensions-and-compensation-for-veterans?utm_source=913acc89-e1d7-4b65-9b1f-feab933c29b2&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=weekly
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/help-and-welfare-for-veterans-and-those-leaving-the-armed-forces?utm_source=3a1e7e3f-0a2c-4d2a-bc25-e31ffaae8d99&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=weekly
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/help-and-welfare-for-veterans-and-those-leaving-the-armed-forces?utm_source=3a1e7e3f-0a2c-4d2a-bc25-e31ffaae8d99&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=weekly
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/help-and-welfare-for-veterans-and-those-leaving-the-armed-forces?utm_source=3a1e7e3f-0a2c-4d2a-bc25-e31ffaae8d99&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=weekly
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/help-and-welfare-for-veterans-and-those-leaving-the-armed-forces?utm_source=3a1e7e3f-0a2c-4d2a-bc25-e31ffaae8d99&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_content=weekly
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/urgent-help-for-veterans


   
 

   
 

VETERANS WELFARE SERVICE   

The Veterans Welfare Service (VWS) provides a professional help and advice service to 

veterans or anyone supporting a veteran, their families, and dependants. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-welfare-service 

 

HELP FOR SERVICE LEAVE5S FROM DEFENCE TRANSITION 

SERVICES   

Information about how military personnel and their families can get more support and 

extra help from Defence Transition Services when leaving the Armed Forces. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/help-and-support-for-service-leavers-and-their-families 

 

SERVICE LEAVERS GUIDE  

The Service Leavers Guide offers information and advice prior to and after leaving 

regular service. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/service-leavers-pack 

 

VETERANS LIVING IN SCOTLAND, NORTHERN IRELAND AND 

WALES   

Where you can go for more information if you live in Scotland, Northern Ireland and 

Wales. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-living-in-scotland-northern-ireland-and-wales 

 

SERVICE FOR EXPERIENCED, REJOINER AND VOLUNTEER 

ENGAGEMENTS (SERVE) 

The Ministry of Defence’s free digital service that offers an easy way to discover 

Reserve, Rejoiner and wider opportunities in the Armed Forces and to stay connected 

with Defence. 

https://www.findforcesjobs.mod.gov.uk/vx/lang-en-GB/xf-c821e419f38b/candidate 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-welfare-service
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/help-and-support-for-service-leavers-and-their-families
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/service-leavers-pack
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-living-in-scotland-northern-ireland-and-wales
https://www.findforcesjobs.mod.gov.uk/vx/lang-en-GB/xf-c821e419f38b/candidate


   
 

   
 

FAMILY SUPPORT FOR VETERANS 

Help and support for families of veterans. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/family-support-for-veterans 

 

HOUSING ADVICE FOR VETERANS 

Information and useful services for veterans seeking housing support. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-advice-for-veterans 

 

EMPLOYMENT SUPPORT FOR VETERANS  

Information and useful services for veterans seeking employment support. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/employment-support-for-veterans 

 

FINANCIAL AND MONEY ADVICE FOR VETERANS  

Useful information on money, debt advice and financial help. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/financial-and-money-advice-for-veterans 

 

VETERANS SEEKING SUPPORT WITH LIVING INDEPENDENTLY  

Support for independent living for UK Armed Forces veterans 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-seeking-support-with-living-independently 

 

VETERANS SEEKING MENTAL HEALTH WELLBEING SUPPORT 

Information and useful services for veterans seeking mental wellbeing support. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-seeking-mental-wellbeing-support 

 

VETERANS SEEKING SUPPORT WITH PHYSICAL HEALTH 

Information on service-related illnesses, recovery and healthcare services. Get expert 

advice about military discharge initiatives for hearing and sight loss. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-seeking-support-with-physical-health 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/family-support-for-veterans
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-advice-for-veterans
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/employment-support-for-veterans
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/financial-and-money-advice-for-veterans
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-seeking-support-with-living-independently
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-seeking-mental-wellbeing-support
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/veterans-seeking-support-with-physical-health


   
 

   
 

HELP FOR VETERANS DIAGNOSED WITH DIFFUSE MESOTHELIOMA 

How we can help you if you have been diagnosed with the asbestos related disease, 

diffuse mesothelioma due to military service. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/help-for-veterans-diagnosed-with-diffuse-mesothelioma 

 

SUPPORT FOR VETERANS AFFECTED BY HISTORIC ALLEGATIONS 

Information and support for veterans affected by historic allegations 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/support-for-veterans-affected-by-historic-allegations 

 

CHARITY SUPPORT FOR VETERANS 

Charities or other organisations that may be able to provide advice or assistance to 

veterans and their families. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/charity-support-for-veterans 

 

ROYAL VICTORIA COUNTRY PARK – SEASONAL GREETINGS 
 

Hi, 
I hope you are well! 
I have the pleasure of sending you the latest volunteering 
newsletter for Royal Victoria Country Park. Please see the attached 
file. 
 
We welcome suggestions for articles, if you have anything for 
inclusion, including photos for the next issue, please send it through 
to me. 

Merry Christmas 
Kind regards 
Jo 
 

The December RVCP Newsletter is appended to this Newsletter. 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/help-for-veterans-diagnosed-with-diffuse-mesothelioma
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/support-for-veterans-affected-by-historic-allegations
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/charity-support-for-veterans


   
 

   
 

FRIENDS OF MILLBANK  

Dear Friend of Millbank, 
 
I hope you and your families are all keeping well and that you will enjoy a very happy Christmas. 
 
A reminder. Tomorrow, Friday 18 December, at 1830hrs, we will be holding our third virtual lecture, by 
Jessica Meyer': 'It worked': Innovation and Improvisation by the RAMC in the First World War'. There are 
a few places left, so I encourage you to register now if you haven't yet done so, via our website and then 
through Zoom: the talk promises to be really interesting - and perennially relevant. 
 
An automated reminder will go out on Friday, but if by then you have completed the registration process 
(via our website and Zoom) and received the actual link to the lecture then do not re-register; simply log 
on some 10 minutes before the talk starts. 
 
Secondly, to whet your appetite, I am forwarding you this month's BSHM Newsletter - it contains an article 
about Friends of Millbank, and many very interesting items. Fully paid-up members of Friends of Millbank 
are entitled to register free with BSHM as a member of an affiliated society, thereby saving a £15 fee, and 
then will automatically receive BSHM Newsletters. The Newsletter is appended below. 
 
I hope this will encourage you to renew, or to commence, your annual subscription with us, due beginning 
of January (membership form attached). (NB for new members: If you took out membership after 1 
October, your subscription is valid to the end of 2021 as a COVID concession). 
 
Please note, your membership (£20 pa) also entitles you to free attendance at all our lectures (normally 
held at Millbank), the alternative is a £5 donation for each lecture attended. This year we waived that 
request for our first three virtual lectures but running costs for Zoom and for developing our website for 
your benefit mean that we really do need your assistance through membership fees this coming year, or a 
£5 donation for each lecture you register for, virtual or otherwise. Payment is through BACS - bank details 
are on our membership form.  
 
We have ten lectures by superb speakers lined up for you in 2021 (very probably mainly virtual), you can 
work out the maths, please enrol or renew. 
 
I look forward to welcoming you as a Friend of Millbank in 2021, and to seeing you at the first talk, by 
Mick Crumplin on 29 January! 
 
In the meantime, I also hope to see you at Jessica Meyer's talk this Friday 18 December. 

 
In Arduis Fidelis 
David 
Col (retd) David Vassallo FRCSEd, MA(History of Warfare), L/RAMC 
Chairman, Friends of Millbank 

Website: www.friendsofmillbank.org 

Supporting the King's Centre for Military Ethics https://militaryethics.uk/en/ 
Supporting the Museum of Military Medicine https://museumofmilitarymedicine.org.uk/ 
 
Our membership (only £20 pa) is open to all. It includes free attendance at our lectures, free membership 
of the British Society for the History of Medicine as a member of an affiliated society, discounts on books 
and art prints, interaction with other societies, and more. Membership forms on application.  

 
The Membership Form is appended to this Newsletter. 
 
UNSUBSCRIBE: To unsubscribe simply reply to this message with the subject "Unsubscribe". 

http://www.friendsofmillbank.org/
https://militaryethics.uk/en/
https://museumofmilitarymedicine.org.uk/


   
 

   
 

 

 

 

 
 

Regd No 1129091 
 

 
 
All Members 
RAMC Association Executive Committee 

Reference: RAMCA\Chair\DO  

 

Date:         20    December 2020 

 

Dear Colleague, 

 
Being restricted to just six social baubles on our tree this year, suitably separated of course, and no 

visiting decorations, makes the ‘advent’ of an early Secret Santa even more important. So I have pre-

empted the occasion and already opened my present to myself. As a long-standing purchaser of the 

Folio Society’s books, I have been collecting one of its recent unfolding series: Ian Fleming’s James Bond 

stories. It only seems like yesterday that as a young boy I followed the cartoon strip in the Daily Express 

of Casino Royale, the first book, and as a young teenager sneaked into the cinema to watch Dr No, the 

first film. The latest book in the series is On Her Majesty’s Secret Service, the one I am currently 

thumbing through, was first published in 1963. The essence of the story is a biological warfare threat to 

UK. Typical of Fleming, he goes through much technical detail and there is a masterful description of the 

factors involved in BW based on the then current military pamphlets. The principles equally apply to 

naturally occurring as well as weaponised epidemics ie surveillance, detection, decontamination, 

protection, identification, isolation and treatment. Indeed, the operation to curtail the threat is 

codenamed ‘Corona’. I commend the book as part of your Christmas reading list. Tagged on to that are a 

couple of 2020 bodice rippers: The Pandemic Century by Mark Honigsbaum and Outbreaks and 

Epidemics by Meera Senthilingam. The virus won’t go away so we might as well get better informed 

about it.  

Or more to the point, by reflecting on history, can we better prepare ourselves for the next challenge? I 

realise that we must be wary of trying to fix the future before we have sorted out today, but pandemics 

haven’t previously come around very frequently. However, the means of epidemic spread just goes on 

and on increasing as the world shrinks and we live in more and more crowded environments – occupied 

not just by humans but other species as well. With climate change added to the mix, we should start to 

anticipate more of 2020 to come in the future. Our focus on efficiency within our health services needs 

to swing more towards resilience. A good military cry I hear you say, but national self sufficiency must 

increase and a global ‘just in time’ (or as the cynic might say ‘just too late’) supply chain leaves us 

vulnerable whether it be food, PPE, vaccine production or spare parts. It would even be nice to see all 

the health professionals we train in this country retained within the medical system over a full career 

and so save us raping and pillaging other countries’ work forces to their detriment. 

Brigadier Alistair H McG Macmillan DL MB ChB MPH FFPH FSA Scot 

Chairman RAMC Association 

Skiff Cottage, Howwood, Johnstone, Renfrewshire, PA9 1AG 

01505 706665, 07789 484067, assocchair@glenacardoch.com 

 



   
 

   
 

This year has shown us all the importance of surveillance, of evidence, of flexibility in changing 

arrangements as the threat alters and the knowledge improves. It has also reinforced the requirement 

to keep a balance between the immediate threat with the long-term risks elsewhere. However, we 

understand that we will focus on the alligator nearest to the canoe, and thus defer the initial object of 

draining the swamp until later, at times. And that alligator will change, make no mistake, as new variants 

and viral behaviours unfold. 

We have discovered a great number of experts abound the earth, we live in an age of super-specialism, 

but now we have to learn to discriminate between them and that knowledge in one narrow subject does 

not confer wisdom in others. I discovered recently that there was little practical public health input to 

Sage in the beginning and that nobody had thought a medical historian might be a handy member of the 

expert team.  

It has been a trying year for the Association as intercommunication and interaction are the very essence 

of not just our raison-d’etre but our modus operandi and these have been severely curtailed. I commend 

the efforts made by Branches to find electronic and other means of communicating and helping out our 

vulnerable members. We must keep up our talking to the infirmed and immobile. We must maintain our 

counter to loneliness despite the strictures that are mounting over this Christmas. This can still all be 

done without putting people at further risk of contracting Covid-19. But it is worthwhile showing resolve 

and fortitude in maintaining our following of the simple rules of personal hygiene and separation whilst 

limiting the effects of human contact with face masks, ventilation, etc. Let us not lose our discipline now 

when there is great hope in the vaccines coming into play. Our New Year resolution must be to stick 

with it until at least the spring and to take the vaccine when offered. 

For our part at Association HQ, having tidied up the Rules, we are focusing on two things: connecting 

with the serving in order to develop the future membership and to improve how we help our vulnerable 

through welfare and resettlement. Both these strands are very much interconnected. So my new team 

has settled in now and is serving the Association well – my thanks to them. At the same time we are 

increasing the exposure of the RAMC’s heritage for it is that which provides the unifying purpose for us 

all and creates the esprit de corps for our young soldiers. The last word stays with them. The serving 

RAMC, Regular and Reserve, are all playing a vital part in the national effort to combat the pandemic. 

We are proud of what our successors are achieving. 

Have a good Christmas, however you may or can, and I wish you all the best for 2021. I have a positive 

view about the long term and fresh opportunity whether this be through new ways of working, less 

pollution, new trading models or the sheer adaptability, determination, resourcefulness and invention of 

the nation. 

Best, 

 

PS Stop Press: Donald Trump claims victory on Strictly Come Dancing and SPOTY. 



   
 

   
 

ABSENT BRETHERN AND SISTERN 

THE LATE MAJOR (RETIRED) PETER GODDEN-KENT - FRSPH MIHM 

DipHSM MMS(Dip) - 3rd April 1937 to 5th September 2020 

 

It is with very great sadness that Peter has left us quite suddenly while in Broomfield 

Hospital. Unfortunately, his demise appears to be unannounced to the wider RAMC 

Community. 

May he rest in eternal peace.  

1960 to 1976 RAMC. 

Other Rank: service at Royal Herbert Hospital, Woolwich then commissioned via RCB 

and Mons. 

Officer Commissioned Service: Admin Officer of 11 FDS in Bielefeld, Instructor and 

Programme Officer at BMH Hong Kong. Special interest in Military Law. 

First person to obtain Diploma and Membership of what is now the Institute of Health 

Care Management while serving in HM Forces but at that time (1971) AMS did not 

recognise the relevance of such qualifications. 

1990 to Apr 1997 203 (Welsh) Field Hospital (V). 

OC Admin Division. Territorial service until retirement at age 60. 

He will be sadly missed by his partner Julie and children Deborah, Paul and Diana, 

grandchildren and by many members of the Braintree Foyer and all the First 

Responders of Group EZ50 and EZ89 based around Great Bardfield where he acted as 

their very effective Co-ordinator. 



   
 

   
 

There will be a memorial service to be announced later.  Any donations in Peter's 
memory should be addressed to Salvation Army Housing Association, Braintree Foyer 
CM7 1EX.   
 
Any enquiries please contact Hamish at hamisheveritt@msn.com. 
 

BRENDA BELOVED WIFE OF COLONEL (RETIRED) JOHN TINSLEY   

Brenda the beloved wife of Colonel (Retired) John Tinsley 

and mother of Adam, Guy, Andrew and Barney, passed 

away during the early hours of 16th November 2020 

following a long period of illness.   

Her Funeral Service took place on Wednesday 2nd 

December 2020 at 14:30 hours at Lea Fields Crematorium, 

Gainsborough Road, Lea, Gainsborough DN21 5PL.  

Because of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) and the 

Government restrictions imposed the Crematorium laid on 

a Webcast broadcast in order that those who knew Brenda 

could join in with the family on her final journey. 

 

Condolences and Heartfelt Sympathy to the Tinsley Family. 

 

RIP BRENDA 

 

FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE LATE MAJOR (RETIRED) 

GORDON ROSS  

Gordon Ross a former Nursing Officer and Nurse Tutor had been suffering from 

Alzheimer’s for the past 6 years.  Gordon passed away on 25th November 2020 at 21:35 

hours in a Nursing Home in Edinburgh.  His funeral took place on Monday 7th December 

2020 at Seafield Crematorium, Seafield Road, Edinburgh EH6 7LD. If any of Gordon’s 

former colleagues and friends wish to make a donation, his brother-in-law Alistair 

Telford opened a Just Giving page at:   https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Alistair-

Telford1 

Due to the COVID-19 Virus there was a restriction on the number of mourners attending 

the Service.  However, the Crematorium broadcasted Gordon’s Service via Webcast for 

those who wished to view Gordon’s final Journey. 

 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Alistair-Telford1
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Alistair-Telford1


   
 

   
 

FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS THE LATE WO2 (RETIRED) SEAN 
“SHIBBY” PAUL KENNEDY  

Sean (Shibby) Paul Kennedy a former Environmental Health Technician passed away 
recently in Wansbeck Hospital, Newcastle upon Tyne following a heart attack.  

His Funeral Service took place on 18th December 2020 at 10:15 hours at West Road 
Crematorium, West Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear, NE5 2JL. 
 

Due to the Covid 19 Virus there was a restriction on the number of mourners attending 
the Service. However, the Crematorium laid on a Webcast broadcast for those friends 
and former colleagues unable to attend the funeral but could view Sean’s final journey. 

THE LATE IAN MCMILLAN  

Ian McMillan a former OTT passed away at 01:00 hours on Thursday 3rd December 

2020.  Extraordinarily little is known but Ian’s Funeral Service took place on Thursday 

10th December 2020.  

RIP IAN 

 

THE LATE KEN TRUE 

Ken True a former OTT passed away on the evening 11th December 2020. 

RIP KEN 
 
THE LATE LIN KAY FOSTER BELOVED WIFE OF COLONEL 

(RETIRED) TOM FOSTER   
 
Lin Kay FOSTER aged 71 years of age peacefully passed 
away with her beloved husband Tom (Paddy) at her side on 
Thursday 10th December 2020 at The Queen Elizabeth 
University Hospital, following a short illness bravely borne.    
 
Much loved and loving eldest daughter of Ann and late Pat 
Brown (Kemnay).  
 
Dearest mum of Kathleen and Maureen, loving granny and 
a very dear sister, aunt, and friend to many.  

 
The funeral service for Lin took place on Saturday 19th December 2021 at Cardross 
Crematorium, Crematorium Main Rd, Cardross, Dumbarton. 



   
 

   
 

RIP LIN 

THE LATE BOB GARRETT 

Bob Garrett served in the RAF as a Physical Training Instructor and Parachute 
Jumping Instructor.  He transferred into the RAMC during 1966/67 and served 
at the Royal Herbert Hospital where he undertook his physiotherapy training.  
Unfortunately, Bob had a stroke 2 years ago and has been fighting to recover 
ever since.  

He has been hospitalised since September 2020 and latterly has had problems 
communicating.  His daughter Kristy, saw him 2 weeks ago and was able to 
speak with him through a nurse on Christmas Day, although it was non-verbal.  
It is with regret that I must inform you that Bob passed away on Sunday 27th 
December 2020. He will be cremated, and his ashes posted to his daughter to 
scatter on one of his favourite walks on the north shore of Sydney. 

RIP BOB 

 

THE LATE PHIL LAWSON 

I have been informed via FB that Phil Lawson passed away suddenly on Boxing 
Day.  There are no other details at the moment. 

RIP PHIL 
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Road and path clearance
At Sophie’s Pond the boardwalk and bridge has

Painting and planting of the new boat at the Park 

Cutting back the shrubs along Butterfly Walk
Tidying the Sensory Garden and Play Areas
Painting of the picnic benches 
Weeding Chapel beds and planting new Golden Yew trees
The boardwalk at the top of the park has been repaired 

A new natural play area and meadow was created
The BBQs have been cleared and Laurel cut back 
Vegetation clearance on the caravan field and planting of 

Welcome to the December edition of the volunteer newsletter. On reflection in an unprecedented year
there have been a great many volunteer achievements. Here are a few of the things that have been made
possible by your support in the last 12 months.

100 wonderful people have have re-registered during a worldwide pandemic to volunteer at RVCP.
9341 hours of volunteering was undertaken across the park =  1245 days. 

Conservation and Gardening
As well as pruning vegetation across the Park 
volunteers in the conservation and gardening 
group have taken on some of these larger tasks
and many more.

      been repaired. The garden at Southampton Lodge 
      has been refenced as well as tidied. Shrubs have been 
      pruned back along the pond viewing area

       entrance 

      and vegetation cut back

       a new hedge.

Shop – Volunteers in the shop have been working hard getting to grips with booking the annual car park
passes and BBQs for RVCP and additionally for River Hamble CP. They have put a lot of effort into the
smooth running of holiday trails and general park enquiries. Thank you for your continued support.

VOLUNTEER NEWSLETTER 

The Chapel

Between Nov 2019 – Nov 2020, 69545 people
visited the Chapel building:  (data collected on
the 02 unit operating in the Chapel.

Tower visits – 1070 Tower visitors  = £3228.08 in
tower ticket sales.
Guided tours– 41 people, £188.50 in guided tour
ticket sales.

Café kiosk -  Drinks - £24,392.46 Food - £4,281.70 
Totalling = £28,674.16

Retail - £4,672.87

Royal Vic News
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Litter Picking

A huge thanks to the many people that
have helped to keep the park clean and
tidy. The park has faced an increase in
litter this summer and we are grateful for
our volunteers and park visitors that
have taken part in litter picks.



The hospital model, showing the full scale of the site,
is back on display in the Chapel!  Thanks to Hound
History Society for saving it before the start of the
HLF project and to Ian Edwards at Netley Train
Station, Hound History Society and Three Bridges
Railways for keeping it for the past few years.  We
know Ian has enjoyed using the model to regale
visitors about the history of the hospital. The model
needs some refurbishment and we will do some
fundraising for this in the new year.

Friends of RVCP

Friends of the Park Craft Group joined the
Hamble and Netley Craft Crawl on 5th
December to raise money for park projects.
They managed to stay dry despite hail and
heavy rain and raised £94.50. Thanks to
Richard, Owen, Jan, Pamela, Melanie and
Jackie.
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How to volunteer
To get involved at the Park email joanne.basham@hants.gov.uk or call 07784 263618 for an informal chat. 

New exhibition piece

Merry
Christmas!

from everyone at RVCP

Volunteer Storyteller

Can you tell a tale? We are looking for volunteers to
deliver the Park’s history in a fun and exciting way,
engaging our youngest visitors.  We have three
delightful, bespoke, and interactive stories for
children and families, related to the history of Royal
Victoria Military Hospital.  The storytelling
performances include one aimed at children aged
3-7 and two aimed at children aged 7-12.

Support and training will be provided by Dawn
Nelson, professional writer, and performance
storyteller.
 

Saturday 13th March 2021 - 
a full day workshop.

Monday 22nd and 
Tuesday 23rd March 2021 - 
half day rehearsals.

Virtual Carol Concert
The New Music Makers of Hedge End are
Premiering their first ever VIRTUAL Christmas
Concert this Thursday, 17 December at 7:45pm on
YouTube! Please feel free to join in with them and
watch this Christmas Programme together:
 https://youtu.be/rRLi_YMa0kI
 
They prepared this concert in support of
Mountbatten Hampshire, so please do visit 
their website to give a donation: 
https://www.mountbatten-hampshire.org.uk/

If you can’t make the premier on Thursday you can
watch the concert at any time after it has aired.
Lin who volunteers in the Chapel is a member of 
the choir who performed in the Chapel Carol
Concert in 2019.

https://youtu.be/rRLi_YMa0kI
https://www.mountbatten-hampshire.org.uk/
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FRIENDS OF MILLBANK 

Celebrating the heritage, achievements and ongoing relevance of military medicine 

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS AND APPLICATION FORM 

You are most welcome to join us, membership is open to all. Please insert your details & email/post to address below.  

Date …………………………  Subscription applied for: Life ………. / Annual ….….. / Student ……… 

Name 

 

 

Email  

 

 

Postal address 

 

 

Telephone or mobile 

 

 

Please indicate current status Student bursar / FY 1-2 doctor / other serving military / veteran / civilian 

Optional - A very short summary of 

any links with Millbank / Defence 

Medical Services /your career / 

interest in military medicine /etc.  

 

 

By submitting this form I consent for the information I have given above to be added to the Friends of 

Millbank mailing list.  Please see the Data Privacy Notice overleaf. 

 

Membership subscriptions 

Life membership £200 

Single membership £20 annually (Medical and nursing cadets can enrol free while still students) 

 

Benefits  

1. Subscriptions go towards speakers' expenses and enhancing content on our website for your benefit, 

www.friendsofmillbank.org (share this with friends and colleagues). 

2. Free attendance at all our lectures online or in Millbank (otherwise £5 donation to attend on the day). 

3. Free registration with the British Society for the History of Medicine as a member of an affiliated society 

(saving their normal registration fee of £15 while benefitting from full BSHM membership).  

4. Newsletters; attendance at our social events or visits (normally two - three p.a.) 

5. Book discounts with selected authors and their publishers, and discounts on Arabella Dorman art prints. 

 

Methods of payment, please confirm method used here: cash / BACS / cheque / Standing Order 

1. At any meeting you attend. 

2. Electronically by BACS. Add your name on the reference line. Bank HSBC; Sort code 404708; A/C 32106469 

3. Cheque made payable to The Friends of Millbank and sent to the Chairman, address below. 

4. Standing order paid yearly no later than 1 March. Bank and Sort code as above. 

Postal address:  

The Chairman  

Friends of Millbank     Email:  info@friendsofmillbank.org 

Windrush      Website: www.friendsofmillbank.org  

Crofton Avenue 

Lee-on-the-Solent, PO13 9NJ
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FRIENDS OF MILLBANK 
 

DATA PRIVACY NOTICE 
 

Your personal data – what is it?  

Personal data relates to a living individual who can be identified from that data. Identification can be by the information 

alone or in conjunction with any other information in the data controller’s possession or likely to come into such 

possession. The processing of personal data is governed by the General Data Protection Regulation (the “GDPR”).  

 

Who are we?  

FRIENDS OF MILLBANK is the data controller (contact details below). This means it decides how your personal data is 

processed and for what purposes.  

 

How do we process your personal data?  

FRIENDS OF MILLBANK complies with its obligations under the GDPR by keeping personal data up to date; by storing and 

destroying it securely; by not collecting or retaining excessive amounts of data; by protecting personal data from loss, 

misuse, unauthorised access and disclosure and by ensuring that appropriate technical measures are in place to protect 

personal data.  

 

We use your personal data for the following purposes: -  

• To administer membership records;  

• To inform individuals of news, lectures or events run by FRIENDS OF MILLBANK and a small number of other 

organisations running similar lectures. 

Sharing your personal data  

Your personal data will be treated as strictly confidential, and will be shared only with the Officers (typically the Chairman, 

Secretary, Registrar and Treasurer) of FRIENDS OF MILLBANK and our official webmaster (to enable automated mailings to 

members).  We will not share your data with third parties without your explicit consent.  

 

How long do we keep your personal data?  

We keep your personal data until you request to be removed from the FRIENDS OF MILLBANK mailing list or until such 

time as FRIENDS OF MILLBANK ceases to exist.  

 

Your rights and your personal data  

You have the following rights with respect to your personal data: -  

• The right to request a copy of your personal data which FRIENDS OF MILLBANK holds about you;  

• The right to request that the Honorary Secretary FRIENDS OF MILLBANK corrects any personal data if it is found to be 

inaccurate or out of date;  

• The right to request your personal data is erased where it is no longer necessary for FRIENDS OF MILLBANK to retain 

such data;  

• The right to withdraw your consent to the processing at any time;  

• The right, where there is a dispute in relation to the accuracy or processing of your personal data, to request a 

restriction is placed on further processing;  

• The right to lodge a complaint with the Information Commissioner’s Office.  

 

Further processing  

If we wish to use your personal data for a new purpose, not covered by this Data Privacy Notice, then we will provide you 

with a new notice explaining this new use prior to commencing the processing and setting out the relevant purposes and 

processing conditions. Where and whenever necessary, we will seek your prior consent to the new processing.  

 

Contact Details  

To exercise all relevant rights, queries or complaints please in the first instance contact FRIENDS OF MILLBANK at 

info@friendsofmillbank.org.  
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Letter from the President
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Dear members and friends

In the December Newsletter last year, I concluded by

wishing everyone ‘good fortune in 2020’. Looking

back on the impact of the pandemic, you may say

that it is difficult to find good fortune in this past

year. From the BSHM perspective, there have been

many positives and some unexpected challenges. We

have all learned a lot about pandemics by living

through one. Some of our affiliated societies have

organised excellent virtual meetings. The Officers

and Representative Committee (ORC) meeting and

AGM in September were successful and we enjoyed

the excellent Osler Legacy meeting and Poynter

Lecture in October. The organisation of each of these

virtual meetings brought new challenges and we are

grateful to all participants for their patience.

However, we all yearn to return to meeting in person

and to the ease of communication and networking

that this brings.

Mention of virtual meetings reminds me to urge you

to register for the Teaching Anatomy from Classical

to Modern Times Symposium on the 12th and 26th

March 2021 and organised by the Scottish Society of

the History of Medicine (registration details provided

later in this Newsletter).

The recent news of the development and approval of

a vaccine means that we face 2021 with cautious

optimism particularly thinking of the 2021 Congress

in Sheffield on the 15th to 18th September. The

Congress will take place in the Diamond Building in

the University of Sheffield where excellent and

spacious conference facilities are provided. The

venue is close to the city centre and hotel

accommodation.

The key theme of the Congress will be the History of

Medicine in the Workplace, reflecting the industrial

heritage of Sheffield and similar manufacturing

centres. We expect that the History of Pandemics

will be a popular theme at the Congress. 

The History of Nursing has been a neglected topic at

previous Congresses. Finally, the History of

Innovation in Medical Engineering will give us the

opportunity to highlight the contribution that

engineering has made in medical advances. Speakers

who are expert in each theme have indicated their

willingness to participate. The programme will also

include short papers on General Topics.

Sheffield is a welcoming city that has not forgotten

its rich industrial heritage despite having to reinvent

itself since the collapse of traditional manufacturing.

The city is centrally located and has excellent road

and rail links. There are many places of interest to

visit in the city. We will visit one of these, the

Kelham Island Industrial Museum, during the

Congress. A further attraction of Sheffield is the

opportunity to visit the ‘great houses’ nearby such as

Chatsworth and Wentworth Woodhouse and to

explore the roles that these played in history. Eyam,

the so-called Plague Village, is within easy reach as

are the Yorkshire Sculpture Park and the National

Coal Mining Museum. The Congress promises to be

a feast of medical history where we will share our

passion for the subject in addition to renewing

friendships and forging new contacts. Abstract

submission will open on the 1st February. Further

information will be provided through the BSHM

website in January. 

"Nollaig shona dhuit agus fanacht sábháilte" 

Happy Christmas and stay safe

Mike Collins
President BSHM

https://bshm.org.uk/
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Dr Hilary Morris in her paper “William Osler’s

influence in shaping modern medical history”

challenged the modern trend of a social

history approach, which reduces the

contribution of clinicians to the subject of

medical history. In particular, Osler’s

championing of the subject and use of

biography to illustrate the silent influence of

character needs to be revisited. Also the

contribution of health care providers to the

subject should not be dismissed as

nonprofessional.

Presenting “Kindness as a Virtue”, Dr James Le

Fanu discussed how the modern trend to

manage patient populations and the quest to

meet clinical targets had downgraded the

Oslerian concept of patient individuality. A

background of protocols and regulation had

driven the process of healthcare.

Dr Daniel Sokol in “William Osler and medical

ethics” used a legal case he had been involved

in to discuss the failure of doctors to disclose

information to patients and the resultant life

altering consequences.

In a short article I cannot do justice to the four

fascinating presentations, I would recommend

members view or review the meeting available

on line. I should like to thank the speakers not

just for their thought provoking papers but for

coping with the unfamiliar environment

presented by a virtual meeting.

The Osler Club of London and the BSHM

held an online joint meeting on 1st October

entitled “Sir William Osler 1849-1919: The

Relevance of his Legacy Today”. The four

invited speakers approached aspects of Osler’s

life as educator, medical historian, clinician

and ethicist. Between them they raised

multiple points that would have kept a non-

virtual audience debating the issues over

coffee and dinner: a reminder of how much

we miss the opportunities for interaction

during face-to-face meetings. 

The Osler Legacy 
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Mike Davidson

BSHM Vice President

In “William Osler: the father of medical

education”, Prof. Dame Jane Dacre described

how modern medical teaching is, in part,

returning to Osler’s apprentice style, patient

focussed teaching methods to support didactic

teaching, despite the problems of a crowded

curriculum.

Sir  Wi l l i am Os ler
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The Poynter Lecture

BSHM |  DECEMBER 202004

In his lecture, John explained the influences that led to Sir

William’s internationalism and why he saw medicine as an

‘international cooperative movement and brotherhood for the

common good’. We learned that Osler’s appreciation of the

importance of the history of medicine was founded on his

knowledge of the achievements of the ‘great men’ and the

influence of his travels especially in Europe. 

Following Sir William’s death, his role as the ‘apostle of

international medicine’ and ‘great bridge builder in the field of

medicine beyond all national boundaries’ was acknowledged in

obituaries. John's lecture, inspiring and beautifully delivered,

reminded us of the importance of Osler’s enduring legacy of

internationalism especially as doctors and scientists from many

countries cooperate to find the solutions to the current pandemic. 

"The great Republic of Medicine knows and has known no national boundaries.”-

William Osler, the great medical internationalist.

Dr John Ward, the noted Oslerian, was invited by the BSHM to deliver the 19th Poynter Lecture in 2020, the

year in which the centenary of the death of Sir William Osler is marked. 

Dr  John Ward  

Noël Poynter (24 December 1908 – 11 March 1979) was a librarian

and medical historian who, from 1964 to 1973, served as director

of the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine

He was one of the founding committee members who established

the British Society for the History of Medicine (BSHM), and

became its president in 1972.

The biennial Poynter lecture is named in his honour.

The image shown is of Noël Poynter (right) and Edwin

Clarke (left), both BSHM founding committee members. Wel lcome images

Mike Collins
President BSHM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d67i39Nphxw&feature=youtu.be
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Retirement was beckoning earlier this year after

several years of part time work. However, during

the early rumblings of the Pandemic, the hospital

and I decided that a Clinical Microbiologist and

Infection Control doctor may be of continued use!

It's been an interesting few months. We have a good

team in the hospital and are coping and adapting.

Travel restrictions and lockdown mean that I can't

do much socially so work represents a good

opportunity to get out and about and interact.

As an amateur medical historian with a particular

interest in the history of infection, it is my habit to

analyse and interpret the evolving Pandemic with

reference to events in history. I am not sure

whether this is good at work because knowledge of

history may make you conservative and negative,

especially if you take the view that history repeats

itself. History however does demonstrate that

radical new discoveries and events may

revolutionise practice - vaccination and penicillin

spring to mind - however, neither developed

overnight. Some of the issues that made me think

back rather than forwards are:

● Coronavirus vaccines. Whenever I hear the

optimism and hope pinned to a vaccine, I

remember the Common Cold Research Unit near

Salisbury that tried for about 40 years

unsuccessfully to develop an effective coronavirus

vaccine. I was a guinea pig there as a medical

student, paired up with a fellow student. We were

both given nasal drops and he developed a frightful

cold whereas I had no symptoms and could enjoy

the free beer we were given every evening. Great

vaccine optimism has appeared since I wrote this

little article but time is needed to assess how

justified this is. History teaches us that initial elation

in a potential solution to a deep crisis can be

exaggerated.

BSHM on the Frontline: 
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Bill Dibb

BSHM Book Review Editor

Consultant Clinical Microbiologist and

Infection Control Doctor 

● The covid lockdown response around the

world and how this compared with the response

to plague. Many of the reactions during plague

epidemics were irrational although of course it

was not understood at the time. How many of

our current responses are useless or worse? The

constant change in recommendations suggests

that we still have a lot to learn.

● In spite of yearly reminders about the Spanish

flu and how we are overdue for a flu pandemic,

uptake of the flu vaccine has usually been poor,

even amongst healthcare workers. This year we

are inundated and short of flu vaccine. Will the

present pandemic be forgotten soon?

Much of my work nowadays is on Zoom or by

email and it remains to be seen whether this will

last. Most healthcare professionals a year ago

never dreamed that so much could be done

remotely by telemedicine, indeed, many were

opposed to it. The Pandemic is comparable to a

war and history shows how world war leads to

rapid and irreversible changes in Society.

Perhaps, therefore, we shall never return to our

old ways of working.

Conflicts of interests? Working and medical history 
during the pandemic
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Public assistance and health insurance
Food, diet and nutrition
Family planning and mother and child
welfare
Mental health
Public health and epidemics
Sterilisation and eugenics
The pharmaceutical industry
Doctor and nurse recruitment

They show the ways successive governments

tried to tackle social and health problems,

notably on the following topics:·

Changes to the health administration of

government, including the inception of the

Ministry of Health and the National Health

Service    

To view the research guide click here.

The National Archives is home to over 11 million

historical government and public records. From

Domesday Book to modern government papers

and digital files, the collection also includes many

records of interest to historians of medicine. 

A new research guide on ‘public health and social

policy in the 20th century’ has recently been

published on The National Archives’ website,

providing advice on the records they hold and how

you can search for them.

Exploring the archives: public health and social policy in
the 20th century

BSHM |  DECEMBER 202006

Dr Laura Robson-Mainwaring

Modern Health Records Specialist at The

National Archives; and Social Media Editor,

BSHM

Draft of the Coalition Government’s White Paper on a National Health Service,
February 1944. Catalogue reference: CAB 66/46/24

The Ministry of Health, Department of Health and

Social Security, and Department of Health Social

Care records are wide-ranging and cover many

aspects of the development of health policy in

Britain.

https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/twentieth-century-public-health-social-policy/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/public-health-and-the-1918-1919-influenza-pandemic-tickets-131463864959?discount=Priority21&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=weekly_mailer__10_december_2020&utm_source=emailmarketing&utm_content=2020-12-11


History of Medicine in Film

Anjna Harrar

Honorary Secretary BSHM

Released in 1947 the Oscar-winning film Black

Narcissus, based on the 1939 novel by Rumer

Godden, depicted five nursing sisters who were sent

to the Himalayas to convert an abandoned palace

into a school and hospital[1]. The story has made a

recent come back in a new BBC1 three-part series of

the same name, which has coincided with the

publication of a thorough research on history of

medicine on screen, complete with a four page list

of films potentially to watch over Christmas[2].

1.Langman, Larry (2000). Destination Hollywood: The Influence of Europeans on American

Filmmaking. McFarland. p. 89. ISBN 0-7864-0681-X.

2.Wijdicks, Eelco F. M. (2020). Cinema, MD; A History of Medicine on Screen. Oxford

University Press. pp. 27–28. ISBN 9780190685799. 

3.Honigsbaum, Mark (14 May 2016). "Vaccination: a vexatious history". The Lancet. 387

(10032): 1988–1989. doi:10.1016/S0140-6736(16)30474-3. ISSN 0140-6736. S2CID 9892661 

A sequence of vignettes shows everyday life of a

nurse in a British hospital, strict grading of nursing

roles, enduring shortages, cheeky male patients, and

gender stereotypes. As was its aim, it also portrayed

the benefits of nursing and endorsed the profession

as an attractive career for women.

In the same year, Night Sister from Life in Her

Hands also appears in Surprise Attack, a 10 minute

film commissioned by the Ministry of Health, and

was aimed at demonstrating the risks of ignoring

official advice on vaccination. Anti-vaccination

sentiment of the 19th century and early 20th

century was probably one reason for making the

film[3]. This issue still resonates today.

The actors included many familiar faces; John Le

Mesurier as the GP, Moultrie Kelsall as the Medical

Officer of Health (MOH) and Jean Anderson as the

Matron.

One of the films listed is the 1951 drama Life in Her

Hands, in which at least two of the nuns can be

recognised. An almost hour long film it was co-

authored by Monica Dickens (great-granddaughter

of Charles Dickens), produced by the Crown Film

Unit and sponsored by the Ministry of Labour as

part of a national campaign to increase the

recruitment of nurses following the Second World

War. At that time there was a shortage of nurses

which was intensified by the creation of the

National Health Service. Although fiction, it was

labelled a documentary and contained

reconstructions of daily hospital life.

Deborah Kerr as Sister Clodagh, Kathleen Byron as Sister Ruth and

Jenny Laird as Sister Honey (left to right)

Jean Anderson as Night Sister, Kathleen Byron as Sister Peters and Jenny

Laird as Matron (left to right)

John Le Mesurier as the GP (top left), Jean Anderson as Matron (top 

 right) and Moultrie Kelsall as the Medical Officer of Health (bottom right)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZRzcLK1Ar0
https://wellcomecollection.org/works/yj66659b
https://player.bfi.org.uk/free/film/watch-life-in-her-hands-1951-online


100 years of the Urology Section at the RSM
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At the end of the Nineteenth Century, surgeons

with an interest in urology were keen to share

ideas and Urology Associations began to appear

around the world. In 1913, the London surgeon,

Edwin Hurry Fenwick (1856-1944), an early

mover in the International Association of

Urology, suggested a urology section within the

Royal Society of Medicine (RSM). He approached

the president, Sir Francis Champneys (1848-

1930). Champneys had some sympathy, but

proposed a sub-section of the large surgery

section. Fenwick wrote back to gently suggest that

urology was no mere 'sub-section'[1].

Nevertheless, Sir Francis proposed a conference

to discuss the idea[2]. However, lack of

momentum and the intervention of the First

World War put an end to the formation of any

urology section or sub-section[3]. 

After the Great War, the call came again, not

from Fenwick now, but from John Thompson

Walker (1871-1937) of St Peter's Hospital. Walter

Spence, president elect of the RSM surgical

section, looked once again at urology and in 1919,

formed a sub-committee to look into it. By 1920,

urology was given the status of a full section of

the RSM.

1. Fenwick EH. Letter to Sir Francis Champney, dated 29th May: Library of the

Royal Society of Medicine, 1913.

2. Anon. Letter to Edwin Hurry Fenwick from the RSM, dated 24th June: Library

of the Royal Society of Medicine, 1913.

3. Hunting P. History of the Royal Society of Medicine. London: Royal Society of

Medicine Press, 2001.

4. Freyer P. President's Address: Modern Progress in Urinary Surgery. Proceedings

of the Royal Society of Medicine 1921;14:1 - 11 

Their first meeting was on 17th March 1920 and

the first president was Sir Peter Freyer (1851-

1921), the colourful Irish surgeon also from St

Peter’s. In his presidential address, Freyer said

the section would create a “healthy and friendly

rivalry” between urologists allowing them to co-

ordinate their work leading to a “favourable

influence in continuing the progress of [urology

in] recent years”[4]. He was right; the RSM

urology section became the focus of British

urological practice and, along with BAUS, (British

Association of Urological Surgeons) remains so

today. Sir Peter Freyer

Roger Kirby

Professor of Urology,

President, Royal Society of Medicine 2020 - 2022

Jonathan Charles Goddard

Consultant Urological Surgeon

Member History of Medicine Society, RSM 
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Fares Haddad became Professor of the combined

departments at University College Hospital and is

currently Editor of the Bone and Joint Journal.

Over a period of 85 years members of the

Orthopaedic Department at the Middlesex

Hospital were involved in senior roles in both

national and international orthopaedic specialist

associations, the presidencies and vice

presidencies of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons of

England and Edinburgh and the Journal of Bone

and Joint Surgery and its successor, the Bone and

Joint Journal. 

On 8 December 2021, an evening meeting of the

History of Medicine Society at the RSM will be

devoted to the history of the Orthopaedic

Department of The Middlesex Hospital, with

presentations describing the contributions made

by Bankart, Wiles and Newman.

The Middlesex Hospital, London, which was

established in 1745 in Windmill Street moved in

1757 to a new building in Goodge Street, where it

remained until it closed in 2005. Orthopaedic

Surgery developed as a specialty in its own right

after the advances in the management of

fractures and acute injuries which were made

during the First World War. 

The Orthopaedic Department of The Middlesex

Hospital opened in 1920 with 30 beds. Arthur

Blundell Bankart (1879-1951) was appointed its

first consultant. Bankart defined the pathology

and surgical management of recurrent

dislocation of the shoulder in 1923. Philip Wiles

(1899-1967) was appointed Assistant Surgeon to

Bankart in 1935 and described the first total hip

replacement, which he performed in 1938.

BSHM |  DECEMBER 202009

The Middlesex Hospital Orthopaedic Department, 1920 to 2005

Sean Hughes
Emeritus Professor of
Orthopaedic Surgery
Imperial College
London, President Elect
History of Medicine
Society, RSM

The Middlesex Hospital c 1935 Total Hip Replacement 
by Wiles

Philip Newman (1912-1994) who was appointed in

1946, treated Winston Churchill’s (1874-1965)

fracture of the hip in 1962. Rodney Sweetnam (1927-

2013), who was appointed in 1960, became President

of the Royal College of Surgeons of England and

was knighted. Justin Cobb; now professor

Orthopaedic Surgery at Imperial College London

and is Orthopaedic Surgeon to Her Majesty the

Queen, was appointed in 1991 and is now Professor

of Orthopaedic Surgery at Imperial College

London. 

https://themiddlesexhospital.london/
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It was at the one day BSHM symposium at the

Wellcome in 2018 that I saw a flyer for the

DHMSA course. 

I had moved to a part-time clinical job plan in

July 2019 and started the one year DHMSA

course soon afterwards in September. The course

runs on Saturdays, once or twice a month starting

at 10 a.m., which meant travelling down by train

on Fridays and staying overnight with friends. It

was quite nostalgic for me: returning to study in

my old stomping ground in London and I really

enjoyed the course. At this stage, I hadn’t even

thought about whether to take the Diploma

exam. but I had decided to submit a paper to the

SSHM symposium at Edinburgh in June 2020. As

the examination. was initially scheduled for the

same month, I had decided to postpone taking

the exam. until 2021. Then everything changed in

March 2020. The pandemic arrived, the DHMSA

course moved online via Zoom, and the

Edinburgh symposium was postponed (now an

online symposium in 2021). The DHMSA exam.

also changed: the written exam. was moved to

September and changed to a single online paper,

and the deadline for submission of Dissertation

proposals was moved back a few weeks. 

With ‘Lockdown’, I was fairly confident I would

be ready for the written examination. in

September but, now that the archives had all

closed, could I produce a good dissertation?

Fortunately I had already done most of the

research for my submission to the Edinburgh

symposium, including a visit to the London

Metropolitan Archive where the Hunterian

museum archives are temporarily housed, so I

decided to use that subject for my dissertation:

Richard Owen, the Lancaster Castle Surgeons and

the Stolen Prisoner’s Head[1].

Richard Owen, the Lancaster Castle Surgeons and the
Stolen Prisoner’s Head

Owen was a complex character and, like Lister,

had not written an autobiography but had

made efforts to protect his posthumous

reputation by entrusting control of his official

biography to a close relative. Fortunately, I had

great help from retired librarian Gill

Fitzpatrick, whose online researching skills

unearthed vital information. Writing the

dissertation was certainly challenging and

during a very bad year it was wonderful news

to gain the Diploma and be awarded the

Maccabaean prize for best Dissertation. 

Thanks to the Maccabaean society for

supporting the DHMSA prize and Dr Hilary

Morris for encouraging me to submit this year.

(1) Dissertation : Richard Owen, the Lancaster Castle Surgeons and the Stolen

Prisoner’s Head 

Unpublished dissertation c. Worshipful Society of Apothecaries / Rhodes B.

Bryan Rhodes
Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon, 
Lancaster



As we approach the 900th anniversary of Barts in

2023 it is appropriate to recall who and what led up

to such an important milestone in this country’s

medical history. In the 12th Century, Britain being

on the periphery of Europe - the ultima thule - of

the Roman Empire, still lagged behind in both art

and medicine. The generally accepted account of

the specific catalyst leading to the foundation of the

hospital centres around Rahere, an Anglo-Norman

monk. Rahere fell ill while on a pilgrimage to Rome

and had a vision of St Bartholomew, following

which he vowed to found a hospital on his safe

return to London. At this time the influence of

Islam had already reached Rome and brought with

it a compilation not only of classical Graeco-

Roman medicine but also that from the Far East,

India, Persia and Egypt, all of which were distilled

and unified during the Arab conquest of Spain, and

was introduced into Northern Europe into cities

such as Toledo by scholars translating manuscripts

combining the different cultures.

In 341 the Patriarch of Constantinople, Nestorius,

was declared a heretic at the Council of Ephesus as

a result of a somewhat semantic argument about

the Trinity. Subsequently his followers and scholars

fled to the East from Constantinople taking with

them their manuscripts. Centres of medical

learning were established in the Sassanid Empire

which later became known as Persia. It was here

that links were forged with scholars in cities such as

Baghdad and the manuscripts were translated into

Arabic. An amalgam of medical practice developed

fusing the local knowledge with that from The East

as well as Greece and Rome. After the Arab

conquest of North Africa and the invasion of the

Iberian peninsula in AD 711, this diverse medical

heritage was introduced into Europe and one of

those who helped bring it to Britain was Rahere,

when he founded St Bartholomew’s Hospital

London.

900th Anniversary of Barts 2023

BSHM |  DECEMBER 202011

All scholastic activities, learning and libraries were

at that time vested in the Church - and

Constantinople was no exception. As the Eastern

Capital of the Roman Empire, it had been founded

in 330 AD as a Christian city by the Emperor

Constantine following his conversion. Interestingly

in 1998 a statue of him was erected in the City of

York to commemorate his declaration as Emperor

in AD 306. Coincidentally it was in that year that

his father, Constantius Chlorus, died in York.

Rahere's Tomb St Bartholomew the Great

Harvey White
Past President Osler
Club of London

St Bartholomew Hospital



From interviews for the British Dental

Association Oral History Archive. 

From 1846 until 2000 dentists regularly gave

general anaesthetics. 

Russell Hopkins (1932 - 2020) was a dental

student in Newcastle in the 1950s:

You had to do twenty or more anaesthetics to be signed

up. And part of your exam always included problems

related to general anaesthesia. We were trained in the

early days on gas, and nitrous oxide, oxygen and

Trilene, and we induced patients to a degree of

cyanosis. It was hairy stuff but we were much better

trained than most medical practitioners, who at that

time were the anaesthetists for general dental

practitioners. 

The first job I’d got after qualification was a

temporary job in a dental practice in West Hartlepool.

Every morning I gave up to about eight to ten general

anaesthetics whilst they whipped out the teeth

BSHM |  DECEMBER 202012

Paul Bramley (1923 - 2020) had been a dental

student in Birmingham during the war and

gave anaesthetics in the casualty department.

On qualification he became dental house

surgeon. 

As the dental house surgeon I used to give

anaesthetics for the ENT list in the Queen Elizabeth

Hospital. Why I was doing it and the department of

anaesthetics not doing it, I really don't know. It all

happened like this; it was very casual. 

Remembering When Dentists Gave Anaesthetics

Andrew Sadler
Hon. Sec. History of Medicine Society,
RSM
Member Lindsay Society for the
History of Dentistry

By the 1970s the idea of

dentists giving

anaesthetics became an

affront to the

anaesthetic

community. Paul

Bramley became

Professor of Oral

Surgery at the Sheffield

Dental School.

The General Dental Council specified what you had

to do about dentists giving general anaesthetics and

what practical work they had to do. The professor of

anaesthetics had a very different view and I had an

absolute stand up row in which he became livid and

lost his temper, it got to that pitch. I think he had

done his stuff at Guy’s and scared himself with dental

anaesthetics and really wanted a tube down for every

one of them, which is ridiculous. 

I actually became the anaesthetist for casualty, I used to

give them two anaesthetic lists a week to do breast

abscesses and Colles fractures and this and that. I gave

them gas, oxygen and Trilene. They could never get

anaesthetists so it became my anaesthetic list,

unofficial, everything was unofficial. No one gave

approval for this; it was just done.

Later, in 1958,

Russell became the

dental Senior House

Officer in

Nottingham.

Images courtesy of Russell Hopkins 
and Professor Sir Paul Bramley
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As with other trades, from the 1850s many people

practising dentistry wanted to become ‘respectable’.

That led to the first qualification, a voluntary

register of practitioners following the first Dentists

Act and finally a new one to make dentistry a closed

profession. The centenary of that final action comes

in 2021.

In the 1850s dentistry was practised by a variety of

people, some more respectable and caring than

others. Some people’s teeth were pulled out at

markets: no anaesthetics, only drums and bugles to

drown their screams. There were people who did

dentistry part-time alongside their normal jobs of

surgery, watchmaker, barber or blacksmith.

Against the wishes of non-medical practitioners

some surgeons practising dentistry agitated for the

Royal College of Surgeons of England to introduce a

dental qualification. That became possible after

passage of the 1858 Medical Act. In 1860 the first

people gained a Licence in Dental Surgery from the

College. Some agitated for a Dentists Register,

emulating the doctors, to stop un-licenced dentistry.

Partial success came in 1878 when a Dentists Act

enabled the establishment of a voluntary Dentists

Register. It also allowed the Edinburgh, Glasgow and

Irish colleges to institute an LDS.

The first Register published in 1879 shows 483 LDS

men and 4,808 people who had declared themselves

to be in bona fide practice. Two had a Harvard

dental degree. Unfortunately the Act did not

prevent un-licenced practice. It simply stopped

people using the titles ‘dentist’ or ‘dental

practitioner’ or name or description implying he

was registered or qualified to practise dentistry.

Once this was realised there were many protests and

some lawsuits. Following reports of terrible

treatment and deaths a new Dentists Act was passed

in 1921 to forbid un-registered practice.

The Professionalisation of Dentistry

BSHM |  DECEMBER 202013

Stanley Gelbier

Professor and Head of the Unit for the History of

Dentistry, KCL

Member Lindsay Society for the History of

Dentistry

In 1879 there were 5,289 Registrants (of whom 126

practised outside the UK). It rose to 5,610 in 1921 and

13,818 in 1925, by which time the 1921 Act had taken

full effect. In that last year still only 5,447

practitioners had a British LDS or Bachelor of

Dental Surgery degree; 59 a Colonial qualification

and 32 from elsewhere. The vast majority still had

no qualification, registered after providing evidence

that they had been in practice before the appointed

day. 
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We re-started our lecture programme with our

prestigious George Blair Memorial Lecture on 

30 October, delivered by Richard Villar,

previously Regimental Medical Officer to 22 SAS,

and now a renowned consultant orthopaedic

surgeon. We were determined not to cancel this,

so it became our first virtual lecture, attracting a

record number of participants. The title of

Richard’s far-ranging talk was “Winged Scalpel -

a Surgeon at the Frontline of Disaster”. It

described his early days with the SAS and his

time as the surgical lead for the UK disaster

response (to earthquakes and conflict in Kashmir,

Haiti, Java, Philippines and Libya). He also

covered his ongoing commitments to the

nternational Committee of the Red Cross in

Lebanon and Gaza. The talk was inspirational,

entertaining and informative – a great

combination. Our second virtual talk was on 27

November, by Brigadier (retd) Alistair Macmillan,

on ‘A history of the AMS TA and its pre and post

guises’, attracting an even larger audience. Alistair

described himself as a ‘jobbing military medical

historian’, a modest appellation indeed for

someone with an unrivalled knowledge of the

history of the Army Medical Services. 

Celebrating the heritage, achievements and ongoing

relevance of military medicine - Friends of Millbank
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Adapting to adversity in our first COVID year 

a riff on the RAMC crest

(courtesy of Jeannette Nathan, Friend of Millbank)

George Blair Memorial

Lecturer 2020

Richard Villar

In Arduis Fidelis

David Vassallo

Chairman, Friends of Millbank

Registration is via our homepage, you are all

warmly invited. Lastly, to whet your appetite for

2021, our virtual talk on Friday 29 January will be

by Mick Crumplin, whose passion is the

aftermath of battle and the human cost of war,

speaking on: ‘Losing Sight of the Glory – six

centuries of combat surgery’. I look forward to

welcoming you, and wish you all a happy

Christmas and a healthy new year.

His erudite presentation did justice to the subject,

for the commitment to their country of the

Territorial Army (now Army Reserves) Medical

Services is unsurpassed. His lecture is now on our

website. Our pre-Christmas virtual talk is by

Jessica Meyer on Friday 18 December, speaking

fittingly, in this year of adaptation to adversity,

on 'It worked': Innovation and Improvisation in

the Work of the Royal Army Medical Corps in

the First World War. 

https://www.friendsofmillbank.org/
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The Hunterian Society Prize (2020)

BSHM |  DECEMBER 202015

Three short-listed candidates presented their essays

to members of the Hunterian Society at a virtual

Zoom meeting on Monday 19th November. Tamari

Rose Nyakunengwa was awarded the prize for her

insightful essay and presentation entitled John

Hunter’s unsung contribution to obstetric medicine and its

role in the diagnosis and management of fetomaternal

haemorrhage. The judges were also impressed by the

overall high standard of the two other short-listed

presentations, and awarded runners’ up prizes of

£300 to Ho Cheung Anthony Yip and SenTan for a

Review of John Hunter's work regarding cardiovascular

events about Hunter’s work on the management of

popliteal artery aneurysm and angina pectoris, with

a comment on the concept of

psychoneuroendocrineimmunology, and to Paul

Williams for his comparison between the 18th and

21st centuries entitled Hunterian ideals in the time of

COVID 19, emphasising that research should inform

best clinical practice.

Emeritus Professor Susan Standring

President, Hunterian Society

I am currently a third year medical student at St.

George’s University of London and this year’s

Hunterian Society Prizewinner. The

conceptualisation for my essay stemmed from my

evolving passion for obstetrics and gynaecology

and, in a broader sense, women’s health. My

initial and ever-present impetus for studying

medicine was gaining the invaluable opportunity

to contribute to the provision of equitable

healthcare, as well as to analyse the healthcare

disparities often experienced by those from

developing countries and under-served

communities; overcoming the prevalent

disparities within maternal and perinatal

morbidity and mortality is a cause that is very

close to my heart. 

Winning the Hunterian Prize was an incredible

honour, because in bringing John Hunter’s 18th

century anatomical observations into a modern,

obstetric context, I hoped to highlight the true

importance of cross-specialty collaboration and

retrospective accreditation in innovating our

approaches to healthcare challenges for posterity.

Tamari Rose Nyakunengwa
Hunterian Society Prizewinner 2020

The Hunterian Society Prize is awarded annually for

the best essay of up to 2000 words that connects

contemporary medical or veterinary practice and

knowledge to 18th and 19th century

medicine/comparative anatomy/evolutionary

biology in Britain, with particular relevance to the

work and legacy of John Hunter. 

Applicants who are

shortlisted are required

to present their essays

at a meeting of the

Society; the winner of

the Award receives

£500 and free

Fellowship of the

Hunterian Society for

five years.
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More Notices and Events
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Thank you to Chris Derrett for continuing his

work on the BSHM COVID-19 page.

Affiliated societies can advertise their meetings

on our future events page and may contribute to

the newsletter by contacting the President or

Hon. Secretary with their suggestions

secretary@bshm.org.uk

"We are always looking for new

contributors on history of medicine

topics from our members.

If you have an idea for a contribition,

or would like advice on writing a blog,

you can contact me at

blogeditor@bshm.org.uk" 

Flora Malein

BSHM Blog-Editor

https://bshm.org.uk/covid-19-history-links/
https://clicks.econnectmail.com/view_online/view_online.php?token2=3ZMfzXriXrR5CGJygkgod-Y02IwPEGCv2wwOOSaatW-qrjhBuIEkE9Z9d8j9MBnEAOFtOpBugzLOGXwvymVLpQ..


Scottish Society of the History of Medicine

Symposium 

TEACHING ANATOMY 

From Classical to Modern Times
12th and 26th March 2021

Prof. Peter Abrahams, University of Warwick 

Prof. Vivian Nutton, University College London

Prof. Stuart McDonald, University of Glasgow

Dr Sam Alberti, National Museum of Scotland

Dr Sara Sulaiman, University of Bristol

Dr Mike Collins, President, BSHM 

Ms Cat Irving, Royal College of Surgeons of

Edinburgh

Prof. Tilli Tansey, History Society RSM

Prof. Stephen Challacombe, Kings College

London

Prof. Corinna Wagner, University of Exeter

Prof. Rafaele De Caro, University of Padova,

Italy 

Prof. James Garden, University of Edinburgh

Dr Hilary Morris, The Worshipful Society of

Apothecaries of London

Prof. David Sinclair, St Andrews University

Invited speakers and faculty include:

This promises to be an outstanding interactive

event with participants having the opportunity to

ask questions. We hope you will join us for our first

virtual event.

Andreas Demetriades

Iain Macintyre

Generously supported by the SSHM Guthrie Trust

and the BSHM

This symposium on anatomy teaching was

originally due to be held in Edinburgh but in view

of ongoing COVID restrictions and the uncertainty

over larger organised events, the symposium will

now be held as a virtual event. This online

symposium will run over 2 days on the Microsoft

Teams platform. 

The rise and fall of comparative anatomy

Cadaveric models

Wax and paper models

Anatomy textbooks

The rise and fall of the private anatomy schools

The role of anatomy museums

Modern technologies 

Anatomy in art

Topics to be covered include:

The symposium is held in

association with the BSHM,

the Worshipful Society of

Apothecaries and the History

of Medicine Society of the

Royal Society of Medicine.

The overall aim is to explore

the development of anatomy

teaching from the earliest

times to the present day.

Each of the days will

consist of two 2 hour

sessions and will feature

presentations from

eminent invited speakers

as well as free paper

submissions covering a

broad range of topics in

the history of anatomy

teaching.

For more details and to register

Presentations will cover the

ways in which anatomical

knowledge has been acquired,

portrayed and taught,

examining the evolution of

techniques used in the

teaching of anatomy through

the ages and its relevance not

only to surgery and medicine,

but also to art and society in

general.

https://uk.aesculap-academy.com/eventdetails/3953427/272239
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John Blair Trust

Arthur Schuller’s research and books (1905
and 1912) were foundational in
neuroradiology. Fleeing Vienna in 1939 he
spent three months in Oxford, then
emigrated to Australia. This documentary
entitled Xrays to Exile describes his medical
career and his family life, scarred by the Nazi
murder of his two sons and granddaughter.

The BSHM Book Reviews include regular

reviews of recent history of medicine books. 

They have proved to run in line with current

concerns and events and include topics

pertaining to infectious disease, vaccination, the

pharmaceutical industry and more. 

The BSHM are grateful and thank all the book

reviewers for their efforts.

The Trustees invite

applications from

undergraduates in

medicine and allied

sciences throughout the

UK, for grants-in-aid, up

to £150, to enable them

to pursue their studies in

the history of medicine.

(Click here)

BSHM |  DECEMBER 202018

Book Reviews

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhRLobn-Ubw&feature=youtu.be
https://bshm.org.uk/book-reviews/
https://bshm.org.uk/book-reviews/
https://bshm.org.uk/about-us/john-blair-trust/
https://wellcomecollection.org/covid-welcome-back?utm_source=WC+Ticketing+Whats+On+List&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=ticketing_dec2020&dm_i=4U4Z,FTIK,42IOE1,1V5QY,1


The Norah Schuster prize in honour of the first female president of the

Association of Clinical Pathologists (1950).

Open to pre-clinical, clinical medical and dental students. See guidance.

Submission deadline  Wednesday 20 January 2021

Wed 17 Feb 2021 from 6:00pm to 7:35pm

Professor Tilli Tansey introduces Christopher Mathias,
Emeritus Professor of Neurovascular Medicine, Queen
Square Institute of Neurology, University College
London (The autonomic nervous system and the
creation of a medical specialty) and Mark Weatherall,
Consultant Neurologist, Stoke Mandeville Hospital
(Migraine: From bedside to bench, and back again). 

This webinar will provide new insights into the recent
creation of a clinical neurological specialty and the
development of new treatment options for migraine. 
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Norah Schuster Prize

The Royal Society of Medicine

Norah  Schus ter

History of Medicine Society

https://www.rsm.ac.uk/resources/rsm-live/
https://www.rsm.ac.uk/prizes-and-awards/prizes-for-students/
https://www.rsm.ac.uk/media/5471740/norah-schuster-essay-prize-details-updated-25072017.pdf
https://www.rsm.ac.uk/the-library/exhibitions/
https://www.rsm.ac.uk/sections/history-of-medicine-society/


While the Faculty of the

History and Philosophy of

Medicine and Pharmacy is

currently operating a fully

online programme, we have

a wide variety of events over

the next few months.

Ideas for seasonal presents? Gift yourself or a loved

one Faculty or Fellows' Membership. Become a

Patron of the Faculty to celebrate our Diamond

Anniversary year. The monies from this fund will

allow us to explore new projects and exciting

collaborations, and we welcome ideas and thoughts

from Patrons. 

Society of Apothecaries
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To say thank you, the Faculty will send a personal

letter from the President and a special pin to

commemorate the year. Find out more by clicking

here. 

Highlights include ‘Creative Writing for Medical

Ethics’, and a one-day symposium on ‘Barks, Berries

and Bitter Pills’ which we hope to hold in-person in

May. Our next evening lecturer will be talking on

Leonardo Da Vinci.

You might also be interested to watch a film - “New

Normal' – that the Faculty produced for History Day

with the Institute of Historical Research, within its

theme for 2020 of ‘New Worlds’.

Maria Ferran

Faculty Manager &

Webmaster

The BSHP events programme covers a wide range of

pharmacy history topics. We hold 3 evening meetings

each year, and annual conference, a summer visit, and a

joint meeting with a School of Pharmacy.

Monday 11th January at 6: 30 pm ‘What is the future

for pharmacy history?’ panel discussion Chaired by

Mark Nesbitt (Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew), Anna

Greenwood (University of Nottingham), Briony Hudson

(independent curator and pharmacy historian), Selina

Hurley (Science Museum), and Yewande Okuleye

(University of Leicester) will explore what the future of

pharmacy history might look like. 

Monday 22nd February at 6:30 pm Dr Freya Harrison

(Warwick University), ‘Unlocking the Medieval

Medicine Cabinet’. We are pleased to be hosting a joint

event, the Sydenham Lecture, with the Faculty of the

History and Philosophy of Medicine and Pharmacy of

the Society of Apothecaries.

Friday 26th to Sunday 28th March, Annual

Conference Join us for a series of online short

talks, discussions and social activities over our

conference weekend. Full programme to be

announced. 

Joining instructions and further details will be

announced via our website and our Facebook and

Twitter accounts (@PharmHist). To register your

interest for these events, email honsec@bshp.org

Briony Hudson

Conference Organiser/Social Media Officer, BSHP

https://www.apothecaries.org/diamond-anniversary-2020-21/
https://www.apothecaries.org/medical-ethics-one-day-course/
https://www.apothecaries.org/events/event/leonardo-da-vinci-artistic-concepts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BjIhg-A2kas
http://www.bshp.org/events/ShowEvent.asp?E=39
http://www.bshp.org/events/ShowEvent.asp?E=41
http://www.bshp.org/events/ShowEvent.asp?E=40
http://www.bshp.org/events


The 2021 Congress will take place in Sheffield, renowned for over 600 years for its  silverware and

cutlery industry and for steel-making that featured at the heart of the city's heavy industry particularly

during the industrial revolution and into the 19th and 20th century.

This prestigious biennial event will provide a forum to explore the history of healthcare in the

workplace and the related social and cultural impact on people's lives. Other key themes of the Congress

will include the contribution of medical engineering, pandemics and historical perspectives in nursing.

We very much look forward to welcoming you to Sheffield and to the Congress in 2021.

Abstract submissions on the key themes and general topics will be welcome. Submission dates to
be announced on the BSHM website in January 2021.
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BSHM Congress 2021

15 – 18 September 2021 

The History of Medicine in

the Workplace

Mike Collins
President

Mike Davidson
Vice President

Stay Safe

Anjna Harrar
Hon. Secretary

Edward Wawrzynczak
Hon. Treasurer

Merry Christmas

https://bshm.org.uk/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/brithistmed/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/brithistmed/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/brithistmed/
https://twitter.com/brithistmed?lang=en
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